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Author’s Forward
SimSmith is a work inspired by my own exploration of antennas, filters, and
impedance matching circuits. I offer it free, without warrantee, to the
community at large is partial repayment for all those who have helped me
learn throughout life.
I started writing SimSmith almost 10 years ago (roughly 2008) when I was
first learning about RF. At that time, the free Smith Chart programs were all
missing key features. Of particular interest was the ability to import antenna
simulation or measurement impedance files. Immediately behind was ease of
use; the ease with which one could design a circuit and analyze the results.
Being an engineer1, I figured I could do better, at least better FOR ME. I
started writing.
As SimSmith became more powerful, my interest in RF expanded to new
areas. When I wanted to explore some new aspect of RF circuits and I needed
a new analysis technique, I enhanced SimSmith. Each expansion of interest
caused an expansion of SimSmith. Sometimes, a new analysis technique
caused me to rewrite large pieces of SimSmith.
The natural result of all this is that SimSmith has evolved extensively over the
years. People have complained that they can’t keep up with the additions and
changes. My usual response is “that’s OK, just don’t upgrade”. Unless
someone finds a new feature compelling, it is always best to stay with what
works and is familiar.
But it is probably worth watching how SimSmith evolves because every
evolution in SimSmith is inspired by a new application. Changed are made to
support a new avenue of exploration. Maybe that avenue isn’t of interest,
maybe it is. But the only way to find out is to watch where SimSmith is
headed.
Over the years, several individuals have contributed significantly to my efforts
with SimSmith. Of particular note is Larry Benko (W0QE) who has been an
invaluable tester and proponent. Without Larry, SimSmith would not be
nearly so comprehensive NOR so solid. Another individual is Dan Maguire
1This

is not an indictment of engineers, ‘I R one’. As a group, I think we always think we
can do something better….
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(AC6LA) who helped with transmission line modeling and the debugging and
documentation of SimSmith’s internal programming language.
This document is extremely informal, the style changes on a dime and I
sometimes talk in the first person and sometimes ‘break the fourth wall’. In
places I try to give a bit of history so that there might be a deeper
understanding as to WHY some decision was made. In any event, I apologize
in advance for what some will find a bit too informal.

What’s in a Number
SimSmith version numbers have three parts, a number before the decimal
point, a number after the decimal point, and a letter (or two) at the end. For
example:
16.2 m
In general, the number before the decimal point is advanced when something
major has been rewritten or features added. For example, version 16
forklifted and wholesale replaced nearly 10000 lines of code. This added
many capabilities, introduced incompatibilities, and definitely added bugs.
The number after the decimal point is advanced when significant bug fixes
have been made or minor features added. These releases often happen in
quick succession because testing SimSmith is a monumental task and
everyone uses different features. Thus, when I think it’s close I release it and
then users find bugs and I fix them. I try to respond quickly to bugs and so I
release a new version quickly. If you haven’t seen a bug you may not need to
update but it is recommended.
Changes in any number are generally announced on the groups.io SimSmith
mailing list and videos almost always follow.
The letters at the end generally represent esoteric or very minor bug fixes
probably not noticed by the vast majority of users. They are not generally
announced, as they are usually minor changes.

International Considerations
SimSmith was developed entirely within the United States, English
environment. This can cause problems in formatting decimal numbers both
ae6ty
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for input and for output; the US uses the period for the decimal separator, but
many countries use the comma. It might seem that support for either would
be a trivial matter, but it isn’t: the use of the period as the separator
permeates the code and support files. There just isn’t a way to make it work
well. I apologize for this.
Generally, this isn’t much of an issue except when the user subconsciously
uses a comma rather than a period. This can be confusing. SimSmith allows
the comma to be used to enter the value. However, almost immediately,
SimSmith will convert the number format to the period.
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On Gamma and rho
(This is kind of geeky, feel free to skip this section.)
The Smith chart is a plot on the complex plane of “the complex voltage
reflection coefficient”. Throughout my writings and work I refer to this
‘complex voltage reflection coefficient’ as ‘Gamma’. In many cases, the
magnitude of Gamma is needed, and I refer to the magnitude of Gamma as
‘rho’. I capitalize Gamma because the majority literature uses a capital Greek
letter.
The computation of Gamma takes two arguments, both of which can be
complex:
Gamma(Zin,Zref) = (Zin – Zref) / (Zin + Zref)
As can be seen, any time Zin is equal to Zref then Gamma is zero which means
there is no voltage reflection.
I understand that there are other reflection coefficients and that various
authors use the Greek letter Gamma to express them. I find this unfortunate
because it sews confusion. Please remember than in this document and all my
work, Gamma refers ONLY to the “complex voltage reflection coefficient”.
Gamma is commonly used to compute a whole slew of secondary values. For
example, Gamma (or more precisely rho) is used to compute the SWR:
SWR(rho) = (1+rho) / (1 – rho)
Or the return loss:
RLdB(rho) = -20 Log10 (rho);
These equations work ONLY when the reference impedance (Zref) of Gamma
is a purely real number. If Zref is allowed to be complex, rho can take on
values larger than 1. As a result, without precaution, SWR and RL(dB) could
be negative. SimSmith uses different equations to compute SWR and RL(dB)
so as to ensure SWR and RLdB return intuitive results.
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All sorts of funky things happen when Zref is not purely real. You can read
more in the help section, papers, “Complex Zo”.
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Introduction
This manual is organized along the lines of how SimSmith evolved. It starts
with the easy stuff and expands, more or less, in the order in which features
were added to SimSmith. Of course, along the way significant pieces were
replaced wholesale. The replaced pieces will not be described here even if
they remain available for compatibility reasons. 2 Further, the syntax and
semantics of SimSmith have evolved over time. The modern (well, as of
March, ’18) will be used here.
As with every other Smith chart program, SimSmith started as an impedance
calculator concerned primarily with ladder circuits. The analysis of ladder
circuits is incredibly straightforward: start at the load and move toward the
generator. As each element is added, calculate the new impedance by adding
the series impedance or the parallel conductance. In the end, you have the
impedance (or conductance) as seen by the generator. Since the analysis
starts with the load and progresses toward the generator, most Smith chart
circuits have the load on the left so that analysis goes ‘left to right’. This is
backward from most other electrical engineering disciplines.
But this order of evaluation simply emphasizes an important underpinning.
One can evaluate a circuit in two ways. One is how Spice does it… it
determines voltages and currents and, in some implementations, computes
power. The other way to evaluate a circuit is how Smith charts work, dealing
not with currents and voltages but with impedances which are, of course just
the ratios of V/I. 3
A final note before starting: all components, capacitors, resistors, inductors,
transformers, you name it. ALL have variation due to environmental and
manufacturing tolerances. That ‘1uH’ inductor purchased on Mouser is
probably a fine inductor, but it won’t be exactly 1uH. Likewise, and perhaps
more importantly, that piece of coax purchased at the flea market WILL NOT
be exactly 50 ohms with a velocity factor of .66 and a loss of .472 dB per
hundred feet. Things vary due to many causes. Don’t expect too much from
any circuit analysis tool….
PDF documentation for earlier releases, piecemeal as it is, is available under
‘help/papers/old Documents’. Sometimes an older circuit is resurrected, and the old
documents can help understand the circuit’s intent.
3 And admittances being I/V and, if lucky, power which is their product IV.
2
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So this is where SimSmith started: simple impedance calculations of ladder
circuits. Oh, and drawing the impedances on the Smith chart. Here is a simple
circuit:

The analysis starts with the load on the left being 25 ohms. Then, a series
inductor is added and the new impedance calculated: 25+j25. Then, a parallel
(shunt) capacitor is added and the new impedance calculated (using the
parallel formula) to get 50 ohms. It is this 50 ohm impedance that the
generator on the right sees.
Any ladder circuit can be evaluated using just the two rules: series
impedances add and shunt admittances add. The Smith chart is used to plot
these impedances. 4 (This manual is not intended as an introduction to Smith
charts, YouTube has countless videos that will introduce the concepts.) In
SimSmith, the Smith chart for the above circuit might look like this:

SimSmith does all the calculations and so the Smith chart is only a visualization
mechanism. It helps the human understand and anticipate how impedances can be
transformed by various circuit elements.
4
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The above Smith chart consists of four parts that can be tricky to identify.
The first mark is the black dot at 25 ohms. This dot shows the value of the
load. The second part is a magenta arc which arc shows how the impedance is
transformed as the series inductor values grows from 0 to 397.9 nH.
Similarly, the green arc starts at 25+j25 ohms and ends at 50 ohms. In this
case, the green arc shows how the impedance is transformed as the capacitor
value grows from 0 to 318.3 pF. The fourth and final element is displayed as a
blue ‘X’ that indicates the impedance seen by the generator. 5
As might be expected, there are many circuit elements, inductors, capacitors,
resistors, transmission lines… and every kind of element might be ‘in series’ or
‘in parallel’. How a circuit is constructed, and the component values are
specified, are the fundamental design decision2. SimSmith decided to provide
a menu of circuit elements and the familiar ‘drag and drop’ paradigm for
moving parts around. It is highly recommended that those unfamiliar with
SimSmith take a break and watch some of the videos on YouTube . Several
people have posted introductory sessions; a video is worth 10,000 words…
Some versions of SimSmith may place a circle at the end of a sweep rather than an ‘X’. I
apologize that I cannot be consistent about which is chosen.
5
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Two places to look are:
https://www.youtube.com/user/ae6ty
or
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCKSyLSu4fm_1RHoO3Jvk4YQ

The basic element menu was fairly simple:

One can simply click&drag a circuit element from the above menu into the
circuit. One can also click&drag elements within the circuit. Element values
can be selected and the keyboard can be used to enter a new value.
Since the impedance values of these components vary with frequency, there
had to be a way to specify the frequency for evaluation. This is done in the
Generator ‘MHz’ parameter. Oh, and the impedance of the center of the Smith
chart needs to be specified and so the Generator ‘Zo’ parameter needs to be
specified.
Done.
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The Essentials
Well, of course, NOT done… One needs resistors… add them. And sometimes
you need ‘series’ and ‘parallel’ LC networks (traps) so add them. And
sometimes the circuit can’t be made using ONLY those circuit elements
provided and so the escape plan was provided:

The F Block
The first circuit element unique to SimSmith was the ‘F’ block; ‘F’ standing for
‘Function’. In its infancy, the F block could transform the impedance on the
left (now called ‘Zin’ for “impedance in”) and produce the new impedance on
the right. A variety of functions were provided; things like C(F) for computing
the impedance of a capacitor of value F, or L(H), etc. In addition, one could
add impedances using the ‘+’ operator and compute the parallel impedance
using a ‘|||’ operator. So, for example, the circuit element:

could be described as “the impedance in added to the impedance of an
inductor and a capacitor in parallel”. In F block syntax: 6
Zin + (L(H) ||| C(H))
Of course, the above circuit element already existed, and the F block was
unnecessary in this case. A better example might be the ‘down arm’ of a
diplexer that consists of a parallel LC in series with a resistor… all in parallel
with the ultimate load.
Zin ||| ((L(H) ||| C(H)) + R(ohms))

Remember, this document is presenting the material using up to date syntax and
functions. Early versions of SimSmith used a different syntax to express the same things.
Here, the three vertical bars means “in parallel”. The syntax expanded and was redefined
at least 4 times over the years.
6
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Sweeping
So far, the only analysis performed was just at a single frequency and
impedances clearly change with frequency… so there is a need to VARY the
frequency and plot the results on the Smith chart. So, a new menu was added
which looks like this:

(Before proceeding… I must point out something. In SimSmith, parameters
are generally specified using a ‘.’. Writing ‘G.MHz’ means: the ‘MHz’ parameter
of the circuit element ‘G’. This is a very common programming construct but it
may not be intuitive to all users. Now back to it…)
The basics are simple: you want to sweep the frequency for something (shown
as 1 MHz above) to something else (30 MHz above). Then, of course, you want
to specify how many points to plot along the way and, of course, you want to
turn sweeping on (‘y’ above under the ‘sweep’). You might want the points to
be spaced linearly or logarithmically and so the ‘type’ field. The results would
be shown on the Smith chart one of three ways. How the results are displayed
is controlled by a small button that looks like this:

As shown above, the ‘showing’ button says it is showing the ‘Path’: how the
impedance is transformed by the components at the single frequency. It is the
familiar image above:
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By clicking on the ‘Path’ button, the Smith chart can show the results of the
sweep :
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Plot Selection Menu
Then, there is the need to decide WHICH impedances should be plotted on the
Smith chart, the impedance at the Load, the impedance after the inductor, or
the impedance after the capacitor? So, the small menu at the bottom of the
Smith chart was introduced:

By clicking on the boxes in the menu one can turn on or off the impedances.
Here is how it looks with everything selected:

The magenta arc shows the impedance see looking into the inductor as the
frequency is swept.
Sometimes, it is valuable to see both the frequency swept impedances AND
the single frequency ‘Path’. Clicking again on the sweep button produces this
chart:
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Some of the arcs are now obscured but close examination shows the dashed
green line is still visible: the ‘Path’ of the green capacitor at 10 MHz as its
value grows from 0 to 318pF.

Standing Wave Ratio
Most of the time, the impedance transformation has some requirement; it
must be ‘this close’ to the target. This figure of merit is often represented
using the ‘Standing Wave Ratio’. It is highly desirable to have this reference
be visible on the Smith chart. The SWR can be requested in the small box
down below the Smith chart:

A zero means ‘don’t plot it’ but if it is set to another value, say 2, the Smith
chart now has a dashed circle as shown here:
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And one may want a way to see several circles. This can be done by putting
multiple values in the SWR box, separated by a space (NOT a comma). Here is
an example where the SWR box contains “3 2”…

Q Arcs
This information is placed here because there seems no other logical place.
SimSmith can display ‘Q’ arcs. The values for the Q arcs can be supplied
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immediately above the ‘SWR’ circles on the lower lefthand side of the Smith
chart. Here is a trivial example:

Load Files
Now that we can edit a circuit, adjust its parameters and view the results,
there is one final essential: there has to be a way to vary the load impedance
with frequency. After all, antenna impedance varies with frequency. The first
load file to be read was from EZNEC and was called ‘lastZ.txt’. The file can be
selected by clicking on the load ‘file’ button:

(An entire chapter on the File Chooser appears later in this document).
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Once a load file has been selected the load will vary with frequency. Here is a
Smith chart with no circuit elements and a load file.

and the resulting Smith chart appears as:
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When a load file is added, a new Sweep menu item is added. The Sweep menu
now appears as:

One can enable a sweep across the frequencies contained in the load file (the
‘y’ next to the L.file label) OR one can choose a subset of frequencies to scan by
clicking on the ‘n’ next to G.MHz. This will change the above ‘y’ to and ‘n’ and
the above ‘n’ to a ‘y’.
Load files can be used in many places in SimSmith. Their use is discussed in
detail in a separate chapter.

Circuit Element Report
Up to this point, SimSmith has been calculating impedances. Below each
circuit element is an R and X field:

These R and X fields report the impedance seen by looking toward the left at
that point. The impedance seen by the generator is, of course, just that seen to
its left so ITS report is the SWR and the reflection coefficient as seen by the
generator. Most folks don’t look closely at the report under G.

Splat Report
Often, would like to know the impedance at a particular place on the Smith
chart. The impedance at a point can always be found by clicking on the Smith
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chart. When you click on the Smith chart, a large asterisk is drawn (called a
‘splat’ because it looks like one). The impedance (and other information about
that point) will be displayed at the lower right hand side of the Smith chart.
Here is a chart with a splat report where the splat is quite close to 100 ohms:

The splat report can take on several different formats depending on the
information desired. Above is the standard view. The various reports can be
selected by clicking on the last line of the report. The above report can also be
displayed as:
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or

If there is significant reactance (not the case above) the report will indicate
the inductance or capacitance (at the analysis frequency) needed to realize the
reactance. For example, above, the Y = 100 ohms + 159.2 femtoFarads says
you need a REALLY SMALL capacitor…
This is where the first versions of SimSmith sat for some time until I found
myself interested in knowing more about what was happening in the circuit…..
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Voltage and Power
Having answered a variety of questions concerning impedance it then became
desirable to know what was happening with voltages, currents, and power.
This was the driving force behind the first substantial rewrite of SimSmith.

Internal Data Representation
Previously, SimSmith was a simple impedance calculator. All computed values
could be represented by a single complex number: one with a resistance and a
reactance. To deal with voltage and currents (and therefore power) would
require maintaining what is called a VI pair. By maintaining a VI pair, one
could determine voltage (the V part), current (the I part) and power. 7
Along with VI pairs, it was necessary to determine just how to transform the
VI from one side of a circuit element to the other. A variety of ‘two port’
methodologies are available. In the end, I chose the ABCD methodology.
Treating the VI pair as a vector of length 2 and the ABCD matrix as a 2x2
matrix, one simply (matrix) multiplies the VI pair on the left with the ABCD
matrix to get the VI pair on the right. Of course, the problem them because
how to compute the ABCD matrix.

Computation Issues
Computation of the ABCD matrix is relatively simple for most parts and the
technique is well documented in various references. However, the F block
represents a problem… it computes ONLY impedances, not voltages or
currents. So, in order to create the ABCD matrix for the F block one must first
determine an equivalent T network. A T network looks like this:

Note that power is NOT just V times I. It is, in fact, the ‘dot product’ of V and I or the . This
can lead to confusion. It is possible to have a non-zero V and a non-zero I and still have
zero power!
7
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One can determine the equivalent impedance of a, b, and c by evaluating the F
block with three loads. The three values chosen are a ‘short’, and ‘open’, and a
‘50+j40’ load. Once the Za, Zb, and Zc impedances are known, an ABCD matrix
can be computed.
Conceptually, this is very straightforward. Unfortunately, the early
implementation of the F block was (embarrassingly) inefficient. Evaluating it
3 times (actually, four as it turned out) was consuming large fractions of the
CPU horsepower. However, this inefficiency remained until early ’18 when
the expression parser was fork lifted out and a replacement dropped in. That
update was nearly 7000 lines of java code! 8

Two Passes
As one might expect, the computation of VI given a load is not the entire story.
The user would like to control the generator voltage so as to deliver a desired
power to the circuit. This can be done by setting the G.V parameter (more on
that later).
Unfortunately, in order to determine the voltage necessary at the generator,
one must first determine the impedance as seen by the generator. Thus,
SimSmith needed to first compute the impedance of the circuit (by computing
VI for each electrical node) and then SCALE the voltages and currents to fit the
desired voltage at the generator. Thus, SimSmith does a calculation left to
right to compute impedance and then ‘scales’ everything ‘right to left’ to set
the voltages and currents as necessary to match the voltage specified by the
user in G.V.
Which sounds like quite a bit until one counts all of SimSmith code; nearly 57000 lines.
To keep things in perspective, NEC2 is 12000 lines of code….
8
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V, I, and Power Reporting
The resulting Voltages, Currents, and Power for the evaluation frequency
(again, G.MHz) are reported on each circuit element immediately below the
circuit element:

Below each element is a ‘power’ report and an ‘V,I’ report. The power report
can take four forms. The form is selected by clicking on the arrow. The for
forms are:
Arrow pointing left… power entering the component.
Arrow pointing up… power lost in the component.
W
power in watts.
dBW
power in dB watts.
The V,I report also has arrows to show what is being reported. A left/right
arrow indicates a ‘series’ report and an up/down arrow a ’shunt’ report.
Generally, for series devices (like R1 above), the report will be lower case v
and a capital I. In SimSmith, lower case generally means ‘information about
the circuit element’ and upper case means ‘information about the electrical
node’. Thus R1 will have a ‘v,i’ report: voltage across and current across and
through the resistor. (This may also be reported as a ‘v,I’ since I is current
entering at R1 and that is the same as current through R1. ) R2 will have a ‘V,i’,
report: Voltage at the node and current through the device with, of course, ‘v’
and ‘V’ being the same.
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The information in the V,I report can be changed by clicking on the report
itself. Different elements may have different format options. No warning is
given if the V,I report is ‘clicked’ and only one format is available.

Everything is RMS
All reports in SimSmith are RMS (Root Mean Square) values. Thus, no phase
information is available in the circuit element reports AND peak voltage is
Sqrt(2) higher than that reported.
Also, remember that the I and V values actually have a ‘phase’ associated with
them. Thus, power is almost never V times I.

Oh, and About Power
One of the frequent criticisms about SimSmith is that it assumes nearly
everything has loss. This represents an important aspect of SimSmith. All real
components have losses of some flavor or another. Thus, SimSmith assigns
some ‘reasonable’ loss to every element in the circuit.9

Complex System Impedance
SimSmith allows the user to set the system reference impedance (usually
G.Zo) to a complex value. The vast majority of the literature publishes
formulae for SWR, Gamma (the voltage reflection coefficient), Scattering
parameters Snn, and return loss which will produce answers which can be
disconcerting when the reference impedance is complex. For example, the
combination of complex source impedance and highly reactive loads can
result in a Gamma (voltage reflection coefficient) with a value greater than 1, a
negative VSWR, and a return loss which returns more power than is injected.
SimSmith version 16p9 has changed its internal calculations to be somewhat
more tolerant than most simulators. To do this, the calculations are now
based on power transfer rather than on the value of Gamma (the voltge

Well, there is an exception. The basic ‘Transformer’ is a lossless element. It does,
however, insist you provide some inductance values. These inductances make the
transform ‘non-ideal’ enough! Besides, transformer loss is often due to the core and
modeling that…..
9
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reflection coefficient). I wrote a short paper where you can read more of an
explanation. You can find it under help/papers/Complex Zo.
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The Square Chart
Generally speaking, the Smith chart is well suited only for plotting
impedances. For things like power you really want a ‘square chart’; one
where the sweep variable (frequency) goes along the bottom and the value of
interest (power) goes up the side. The ‘square’ chart can be selected by
clicking the square chart icon in the lower lefthand corner of the Smith chart.
It is the square chart with the grid shown here:

Blown up, the square chart looks like this:
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Note that here, there is no ‘sweep’ enabled or the sweep is too small. Consider
the following circuit:
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with a sweep of 1 to 30 MHz, the square chart looks like this:
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Plot Selection Menu
As with the Smith chart, there is a plot selection menu as shown above. The
user can plot power (as reported under the circuit element) by clicking on the
small boxes next to the ‘Pwr:’ label. The user can also plot the SWR of the
impedance at any point (above, as seen by G) by clicking on the G box next to
the ‘SWR:’ label.

Vertical Axes Formats
The two axes on the square chart can have differing formats. The power axes
on the left can be either ‘dBW’ or ‘W’. The format desired is selected by
clicking on the axis label at the top of the axis. In the above example, clicking
on the dBW will change the format. Continued clicking will toggle the choice.
Note that with version 16.8, the format of the power axis does NOT affect the
format of the power report underneath the circle element.
The SWR vertical axis can have three formats. The traditional ‘linear’ form,
‘compressed SWR’ (a form made popular by EZNEC)10, ‘return loss in dB’, or
‘RXZ’ (which displays 3 lines of differing dashes for ‘R’, ‘X’, and ‘Z’). Clicking on
the ‘SWR’ at the top of the axis legend changes the choice. Other formats may
be available and not yet documented.
The reader is encouraged to play around with the axes formats. Zooming and
scaling of the charts is described in a later chapter.

Additional Axes
This subject is somewhat out of the scope of this section but is best mentioned
here. The square chart can also support two additional vertical axes called the
“y1” and “y2” axes. As with the PWR and SWR axes, these axes are displayed
only when in use. The labels for these axes can be user specified.

In this second format, the range is compressed so that an infinite SWR is at
the top and an SWR of 1 is shown at the bottom.
10
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These two axes have two formats: ‘linear’ and ‘logarithmic’. The format can be
chosen by clicking on the axis legend at the top of the axis.

Horizontal Axis
The square chart horizontal axis can be either ‘linear’ or ‘logarithmic’ and is
selected using the small button at the bottom of the chart. Clicking on this
button toggles between the two.

Splat Report
As with the Smith chart, the square chart has a ‘splat’ report. The format is
somewhat different because the available space is different, but the
information conveyed is much the same.
There is one significant difference between the Smith chart splat report and
the square chart report. On the Smith chart, the splat report can be invoked
ANYWHERE on the chart. For the square chart, the splat report will be
displayed ONLY for data actually computed during the sweep. This can be the
cause of confusion. If the mouse is clicked well away from any ‘computed’
point in the square chart, NO REPORT WILL BE GENERATED.
As a visual check, when the mouse is clicked in the square chart and a data
point is selected, the circuit element for which the data has been computed
will be highlighted. If a mouse click in the square chart does NOT result in a
circuit element being highlighted, too few data points have been computed.
Increase the number of sweep data points to avoid this problem.

What’s that Dotted Line?
When the SWR axis is displayed AND the Smith chart has an SWR circle
showing, SimSmith will draw a line of dots on the square chart. If multiple
SWR circles are requested, multiple lines of dots will be drawn. This feature
can be turned off in the Preferences using the ‘showSWRLines’ entry.
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Screen Management
With rare exception, SimSmith works within a single window. Roughly, the
window is divided into three regions: the chart (square or Smith), the circuit,
and the element menu. The user sets the overall window size using the
operating system dependent facilities.
One of the underlying philosophies of SimSmith is that everything should be
as large as possible given the space allotted. Thus, SimSmith deals naturally
with very high-resolution screens (lots of dots/inch) and low resolution
screens (like my 10 year old Macbook Pro). As a result, things which one
might expect to ‘be the same size’ often are not. Consider the circuit element
below:

Notice how the ‘282.3n’ is in a smaller font than the ‘200’. SimSmith attempts
to size the font as large as possible within the given space. A bigger font can
be used for the 200 because there are fewer digits to display.
Related to this is the fact the SimSmith rounds all its parameter values AND
truncates any trailing zeros, again in an attempt to maximize the font size.
The maximum number of digits in each parameter field can be set (see the
section on setting parameter values). However, this number is a MAXIMUM,
SimSmith will discard trailing zeros as it sees fit.
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Three Regions
During a SimSmith session, it is highly desirable to change the relative size of
these regions. SimSmith provides two ways to control the relative sizes of
these regions through a simple click&drag. The first is located at the bottom
right hand corner of the L block is a small circle:

It can be seen just to the right and above the ‘R = 25’ line of the L element.
A click&drag will modify the relative width and height of the circuit elements.
Once the size of the circuit elements is set, the size of the element menu and
the chart are automatically chosen to be as large as might fit the space.
Two extremes might be:
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and

A second ‘small circle’ can be found on the upper right hand corner of the
tuning menu. It appears as:
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Click&drag of this small circle also changes the relative size and location of the
three regions. This mechanism is used more often because it does not change
the width/height ratio of circuit elements.

Circuit Region in More Detail
The circuit region itself can undergo automatic scaling as well. SimSmith
places no limit on the number of elements allowed in the circuit. If enough
elements are added, SimSmith will make the elements narrower so as to fit
within the window. Here is an extreme example:

However, when a circuit gets this large it is often the case that large pieces of
it are ‘uninteresting’ at a given moment. So as to maximize space for other
things, SimSmith allows the user to ‘narrowize’ individual circuit elements.
An element is made narrow by clicking on the ‘arrow to margin’ icon found in
the upper left hand side of the element:
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Here is an example of a circuit partially narrowized:

Elements may be expanded back by clicking on the ‘arrow to right margin’
icon in each circuit element.

The Hover and Edit Line
Even with all this control it is often the case that some text becomes too small
to read or edit. For these cases, SimSmith provides what is called a ‘view:’
area and an ‘Edit line’.
As described above, most text within SimSmith is auto-sized to fit in the space
provided. Any time the mouse hovers over one of these auto-sized text fields
a ‘view:’ field will pop up. The ‘view:” field appears immediately above the
circuit. Here is a picture of it in use while the mouse hovers over the C1.F
parameter.
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Notice that the value of the C1.F parameter is displayed above the L circuit
element.
While this is useful for viewing, a different solution is necessary when editing.
When a parameter is clicked (and therefore ready to edit using the keyboard),
the ‘Edit Line’ will appear over the ‘view:’ area. Here is the same circuit with
the C1.F parameter selected for edit:
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Notice that the ‘view:’ field has been replaced with a box. The edit line is a
reflection of the text in the selected parameter. Editing the parameter will
change the contents of the edit line. If the parameter cannot be edited
directly, the edit line can be selected (again, just click on it) and edited as
desired. Hitting ‘enter’ or ‘return’ while in each block will end the editing
process.
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Circuit Editing
As was discussed shortly above, basic circuit editing is largely a matter of
click&drag. To add component: click&drag from the element menu to the
desired place in the circuit. To move an element: click&drag the element from
the circuit to a new place. To delete an element: click&drag an element from
the circuit to the trashcan.
Elements can be renamed by simply clicking on the element name and proving
a new name. Names must begin with a letter and contain only letters and
digits.

Element Keyboard Shortcuts
There are a few keyboard shortcuts which can be used while editing a circuit.
The most common one is ‘control-click’ which is short for “hold down the
control key and left click”. Doing ‘control-click’ on a circuit element will
immediately delete the element from the circuit; just like dragging it to the
trashcan.

Cut, Paste, Rotate, etc.
A menu of other shortcuts can be found by ‘right-clicking’ on a circuit element.
A ‘right-click’ will result in the following menu:

The ‘^’ means ‘control’ (or on a mac, ‘command’). So, to rotate a component
one can type ‘control-r’ while the component is selected. Cutting the
component would be ‘control-x’, paste ‘control-v’, etc. These are the common
shortcuts in most operating systems.
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Element Color
Included in this menu is the ‘color’ option. Clicking on the ‘color’ option
allows the user to control the color of a given element. SimSmith colors
adjacent elements different colors. However, there are times when two
elements of interest end up the same color. When this occurs, the user can
select the color manually.

Setting Parameter Values
The values of circuit elements, resistance, capacitance, inductance, length, are
just as important as the type of element. Setting and adjusting these values
takes up the majority of time during a session. As a result, it is only natural
that there be a variety of ways to adjust them.

Parameter Types
There are three types of parameters in circuit element parameters. Most
appear to be simple ‘real’ numbers specifying a resistance or capacitance or
length. Most of these numeric parameters can actually be complex containing
a real and an imaginary part. This is a rarely used but crucial property of
numeric parameters.
Most numeric parameters in SimSmith are best expressed in engineering
terms. Numbers in SimSmith can have an optional extension which is one of:
Atto
a
Femto
f
Pico
p
Nano
n
Micro
u
Milli
m
Kilo
k (or K)
Mega
M
Giga
G
Tera
T
Peta
P
With the exception of G.MHz, no numbers in SimSmith are presumed to have
units other than ‘1’ Thus, for capacitors you always have to say ‘p’ for pico or
‘u’ for micro.
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The second type of parameter is a ‘file’ parameter. In this case the parameter
specifies a file. The file is used as a table. Some index value such as frequency
is used to index the table and the actual parameter value is extracted and
used. Most ‘file’ parameters are used to specify a ‘load’ file.
The third type of parameter is a ‘mode’ parameter. In this case, the parameter
can take on only a few differ values: ‘on’ or ‘off’, ‘y’ or ‘n’ etc. Toggling though
all the options is usually a quick matter.

Keyboard
Of course, the parameter value can be set directly by simply clicking on the
value and typing in a new value. When the value is first altered the
background will turn pink. This pink means the value has been edited but the
result has not yet taken effect. Hitting ‘return’ or ‘enter’ will commit the edit
for analysis BUT only if the value is acceptable. For example, if a number is
badly formatted or the value is illegal. In these cases, the field will remain
pink until the error is corrected.
When the parameter is selected for edit the keyboard up and down arrows
can be used to modify the value. The amount the parameter value is changed
can be modified using the shift and control keys of the keyboard. A detailed
description of this is in the ‘preferences’ appendix.

<<< << < > >> >>>
These buttons can be used when a parameter is being edited. The <<< means
‘lower by 10%’, the ‘<<’ is 1%, ‘<’ is .1%. The >>>, >>, and > arrow mean
larger. Note that these are PERCENTAGES, nearly every parameter changes
geometrically. Thus, starting at 100 and clicking the ‘>>>’ arrow 5 times is
NOT 100 + 10 + 10 + 10 + 10 + 10. Instead, it is 100*1.1*1.1*1.1*1.1*1.1 or
161 (plus or minus). Further, starting at 100 and clicking the ‘<<<’ arrow 5
times does NOT mean 100-10-10-10-10-10. Instead, it is
100/1.1/1.1/1.1/1.1/1.1 or 62.1 (about). The distinction is subtle but
important: the key sequnece “<<< <<< <<< >>> >>> >>>” should result in
the original value!

Mouse Wheel
The mouse wheel can also be used to tune parameters. Once the parameter is
selected using a click, the mouse wheel can increase or decrease the value.
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The scale and direction of the wheel can be set to the user preferences. See
the ‘Preferences’ appendix for more details.

Drag Tune
When the Path is displayed, the circuit element parameters can be modified
by ‘right-click-drag’ on the path of interest. SimSmith will attempt to adjust
the values of the components so as to make the selected arc end at the mouse
position.
This does not always work quite as one might expect. In order to eliminate
‘run-away’ component values, SimSmith sets limits on how far it is willing to
adjust the parameter value. When the ‘Drag Tune’ is initiated, a component’s
parameter value is examined. SimSmith will refuse to set the new value to be
more than 10 times as large or 1/10th as large. If this isn’t enough range,
dropping the arc and selecting it again will allow SimSmith to start with a new
‘staring value’ and more range can be achieved.

Click Tune
When a sweep is being displayed a ‘right click’ on a sweep will cause SimSmith
to set all component parameters to the values necessary to achieve that
particular position on the sweep. For example, consider the following sweep
of frequency of the following circuit:
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The small circle on the trace indicates the ‘operating point’ of the circuit. In
this case, the small circle represents the value of the sweep at 13.19 MHz.
Notice that the splat is at 8.431 MHz.
If the user now ‘right clicks’ at some point on the curve, the G.MHz parameter
will be set to value necessary to bring the small circle to that place on the
sweep. The following shows the result of ‘right-click’ on the sweep at 16.27
MHz:
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A right-click&drag on the sweep will continuously set the splat report AND set
the G.MHz value to correspond to the new mouse position.
NOTE: this works for multi-variable sweeping as well. Multi-variable
sweeping is discussed in its own chapter.

Control Click Tune
If you hold down the control key when ‘right clicking’, the Load circuit
element ‘ohms’ and ‘johms’ will be set to the impedance of the point clicked.

Formatting a Parameter
Most parameters in SimSmith use a default format specified in the
Preferences, ‘numParamDigits’. Remember that this is the MAXIMUM number
of digits SimSmith will display… again, SimSmith feels free to drop trailing
zeros in order to make text more readable.
While most parameters fit within this model, there are times when a
parameter needs more digits displayed. ‘right-clicking’ on the parameter can
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change the number of digits displayed. When a right click is performed the
following dialog will appear:

Using this dialog, the user can choose the number of digits to use for the
parameter.
This is probably the right place to mention the ‘incrementMode’ as well. Most
parameters in SimSmith grow or shrink geometrically. This is just the way RF
components seem to work best but there are times when this generalization is
wrong. For example, there might be a reactance that can be positive or
negative. ‘geometric’ just doesn’t work in this case and, of course, this can be
changed. By clicking on the ‘geometric’ button above, the dialog changes to:

As shown, the increment mode for the given parameter will now be ‘linear’
with an up or down ‘increment’ as provided in the ‘increment’ field. How this
all works is spelled out in excruciating detail in the Preferences Appendix.

Legal Parameter Values
One characteristic of SimSmith that often surprises new users is the fact that
SimSmith rarely enforces restrictions on parameter values. In general, the
only restriction SimSmith places on parameter values is when a value would
cause the computation to ‘blow up’.
This means that negative resistances or capacitances are accepted. Negative
lengths of transmission lines are fine. Velocity factors greater than 1 are
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allowed…. negative losses are OK. The bottom line is, so long as the rules of
basic arithmetic of complex numbers isn’t violated, SimSmith will gladly do
the computation.
This philosophy stems from the believe that SimSmith is not a check on
‘reality’, it is a calculator. If the calculation is possible, it should be done as
instructed… period.
One final point on parameter values: most parameters in SimSmith can take
on fully complex values. In a few cases, the imaginary part is silently
discarded.11 A complex parameter value would be entered as demonstrated
below:

Notice how the ‘ohms’ is a complex value, but R and X are still simple.
SimSmith rarely creates complex parameter values but the user can do so
easily. Be careful when using complex parameter values.

This is a recent (version 16) enhancement to SimSmith. If you find a place where the
imaginary part has no effect and you think it should, please let me know.
11
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Undo and Redo
SimSmith maintains a short history of edits so as to provide for an ‘undo’
when mistakes are made. An ‘undo’ can be ‘undone’ with a ‘redo’.
The undo can be invoked with a ‘control-z’ or by clicking on the ‘undo’ button
below the <<< << < > >> >>> menu. The slider between ‘undo’ and ‘redo’ can
be used to select along a timeline.
Honestly, this is not my best code. It can be a little flakey. It has not received
much attention because it generally works in the vast majority of cases and
when it doesn’t it is a minor inconvenience, not a fatal error.
Undo works for circuit edits, parameter edits, and chart resizes, pretty much
everything. It is mentioned here because it is most often invoked after
changing a parameter value or mistakenly deleting a circuit element.
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Zooming and Panning
While SimSmith endeavors to choose scales and views that are useful, there
are times when the defaults are, well, just wrong. To ensure SimSmith remains
useful, it supplies the ability to change scales and center points. Changing
scale is called ‘zooming’ and changing the center is call ‘panning’.
In general, panning and zooming work the same everywhere but the Square
and Smith charts will be discussed independently. Where the wheel is
mentioned, remember that wheel ‘gain’ and ‘direction’ are controlled by
parameters set in the ‘Preferences’ menu described in detail in the
‘Preferences’ appendix.
A few generalizations… first, zooming is ALWAYS around some reference
point. Usually, but NOT always, this reference point is the location of the
mouse pointer. Second, if the wheel can be used to zoom, the keyboard up and
down arrows will most likely work as well. Third, panning is ALWAYS a
‘click&drag’ function. With these generalities in mind….

Smith Chart Panning and Zooming
Panning and zooming are fairly easy to describe for the Smith chart although
there are some pitfalls one must avoid.
Zooming can be done using the wheel or the up/down arrow keys. The cursor
must be in the Smith chart, and no parameter must be selected. To ensure
this, it is best just to click on the Smith chart and then zoom. There is no
control over the direction of arrow keys; an up arrow always means “make the
image bigger”. The chart will be expanded AROUND the location of the mouse
pointer. The wheel direction and zoom rate can be modified using the
‘Preferences’.
Panning is a click&drag function. However, it is important that the mouse
NOT be near something of interest. Clicking near a path or sweep line will
cause the Splat to snap to a point and a pan will not be possible. When doing a
pan, click well away from any path or sweep; hold the mouse button down and
drag the chart in the direction desired. In practice, many users never drag, the
simply zoom out and then back in, moving the mouse pointer to the area of
interest in between.
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Note that when using the mouse wheel to zoom, the shift/control keyboard
keys have no effect.

Square Chart Panning and Zooming
The square chart works somewhat differently than the Smith chart. This is
because, unlike the Smith chart, the square chart vertical and horizontal scales
need to be adjusted independently.

Horizontal Axis
For the horizontal axis, the mouse pointer needs to be inside the square chart
itself. When the mouse pointer is within the chart itself (as opposed to the
vertical legends) zooming affects ONLY the horizontal scale. Again, zooming
occurs around the location of the mouse pointer and arrow keys work as
described above.
Panning of the horizontal axis works the same as for the Smith chart: it is a
click&drag operation. Again, click well away from any sweep trace line as that
will cause a Splat movement rather than a ‘select to pan’. The legal ‘pan’ range
is limited by the sweep range; you can’t pan past the range specified by the
horizontal sweep parameter.

Vertical Axes
The vertical axes work somewhat differently than the Smith chart or the
horizontal axis of the square chart. In vertical axis, the ‘zoom point’ is not
specified by the mouse position. Rather, it is specified by a ‘pivot point’. The
‘pivot point’ is selected by clicking on the vertical legend. A dark line will
appear next to the grid line closest to the mouse position. Zooming will take
place around that line. Zooming values are not ‘continuous’ and follow the
common 1,2,5,10,20,50,100,200,500 sequence.
Panning, again, is done using a click&drag. The one ‘unusual’ aspect is that the
drag will align to a grid point when the drag is complete.
The ‘quantization’ of zooming values and drag alignment can be overridden by
holding the control key when initiating the zoom or drag. Behavior can be
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unpredictable for the zoom but drag generally works well. This allows the
user to adjust vertical offset to align related sweep traces. This feature is not
widely used.
As an aside, there are two reasons the zoom point is not the ‘mouse pointer
location’. First, the zoom point should usually be aligned to a grid line in the
chart and getting the mouse pointed precisely is inconvenient. Second, pivot
points are rarely changed while scale changes more often. Thus, when
changing the scale it is nice to be able to ignore precise mouse placement… it
just makes things faster.
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Transmission Lines
Most of the circuit elements in the menu are readily understood: capacitors,
resistors, inductors, traps… all are quite familiar. Transmission lines, on the
other hand, can be a challenge. This is because transmission lines can change
their character as frequency changes. At one frequency a transmission line
may act like a capacitor and at another it can act like an inductor. At one
transition point, it can act like a parallel LC trap and at other transition points
it can act as a series LC trap. This ability to affect impedances in such a variety
of ways makes them invaluable to the RF circuit designer.
SimSmith models transmission lines using what are called the ‘Telegrapher’s
equations”. These are hyperbolic, trigonometric equations that seldom lend
any insight and so are not presented here. There is often considerable debate
concerning the ‘right’ model to use for transmission lines. The most
significant argument centers on how to compute ‘loss’ in the transmission line.
So long as losses are quite small OR the user wishes to ignore them, all models
are essentially the same.
In practice, there are THREE regions over which transmission line losses
might need to be computed. At very low frequencies, losses are dominated by
the simple DC resistance of the conductors. At intermediate frequencies, the
DC losses are overwhelmed by ‘skin effect’; an increase in resistance due to
the AC nature of RF signals. At very high frequencies, a third effect called
‘dielectric losses’ comes into play.12
Which model to use is chosen by the user by clicking on the ‘Mdl’ parameter of
a transmission line circuit element. The default is the ‘Simplified’ model.
In all cases, the SimSmith transmission line model should be considered AN
APPROXIMATION. If the goal is basic understanding of the behavior of lines,
the models are wonderful. If the ultimate goal is to BUILD something, it is
VITAL that measurements and tuning be performed. These databases
represent manufacturer ‘NOMINAL’ data and (usually) measurements of a
single sample from that manufacture. This is definitely a buyer beware topic.

For example: very low frequencies might be down around 200 kHz. Very high
frequencies might be up above 500 MHz.
12
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The Simplified Model
For most purposes, SimSmith’s ‘simplified’ model is more than adequate. Loss
information near the operating point of interest can be obtained from the
manufacturer. The Simplified SimSmith transmission line model circuit
element has parameters that look like this:

The user must specify the velocity factor, the characteristic impedance and the
loss at some chosen frequency. When taking loss data from the manufacturer
it is best to use a data point near the operating frequency. SimSmith will
adjust the loss as frequency changes using a simple equation where loss varies
with the square root of frequency. Again, this is adequate for most purposes.
Along with manufacturer’s data, the user must also specify the length of the
line. SimSmith allows the user to specify the length in ‘feet’ or ‘meters’ or
‘inches’ or ‘centimeters’. The units are chosen in the Preferences as described
in the Preferences Appendix.
SimSmith also allows the user to specify the length in degrees at a specified
frequency. If the user changes the degrees parameter, SimSmith will adjust
the length as appropriate. The converse is also true. SimSmith endeavors to
keep the ‘degrees/Frequency/length/velocityFactor’ combination consistent.

The K0K1K2 Model
In order to cover a larger frequency range, SimSmith employs the K0,K1,K2
model proposed by Howard Johnson in his book, “High Speed Signal
Propagation: Advanced Black Magic”. This model involves the specification of
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three loss parameters instead of the single one allowed by the simplified
model.13 This model of a transmission line can be selected by clicking on the
‘Mdl’ parameter and selecting the ‘K0K1K2’ model from the selection menu.
As might be expected, the user must also supply the characteristic impedance,
Zo, and the velocity factor VFnom.
The three Kn parameters can be casually thought of as: K0 being the DC loss
which dominates at low frequency, K1 being the skin effect losses which
dominate over the vast majority of the frequency range including most used
by amateur radio operators, and K2 being the (very high) frequency losses
due to dielectric imperfections.14
It is unusual to specify the K0,K1,K2 parameters directly although SimSmith
directly supports doing so. Rather, the K0,K1,K2 values are generally
populated from a database provided by SimSmith.

The Internal Transmission Line Database
As a result of the generosity of Dan Maguire and John Oppenheimer (KN5L),
SimSmith contains a database of manufacturer K0,K1,K2,Zo,VF characteristics.
This database can be access by clicking on the ‘Mdl’ parameter of a
transmission line circuit element. An example of the result is:

Dan Maguire (AC6LA) uses this model in his widely popular ‘Zplots” program and he was
kind enough to share his code. SimSmith benefits greatly from his generosity.
13

VERY casually. Depending on how the K0, K1, K2 values are determined, they more or
may not map directly to this interpretation. Dan Maguire’s Zplots will take measured data
and do an automated best fit using K0, K1, and K2 as knobs in the calculation. John
Oppenheimer’s approach is to take K0 from the manufacturer and hand tune K0, K1, and
K2 by eye to fit the measurement curve. I don’t want to get in the middle of that debate…
14
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The above picture does not well convey important characteristics of the
parameters. Specifically, the VFnom, Zo, k0, k1, and k2 parameter CANNOT
BE MODIFIED when the internal database is being used.
The database may also be expanded by reading a file specified by the
Preferences parameter ‘tLineDB’. See the Preferences appendix for details.

Unexpected Results
As discussed earlier, SimSmith is a calculator and places few restrictions on
the parameter values entered. As a result, it can be used to explore the effect
of transmission line properties by simply choosing ‘extreme’ values for the
parameters.
For example, as the frequency goes down, the calculations show that the
effective velocity factor goes DOWN. This is a natural result of the internal
physics of transmission lines (particularly, COAX lines).
Another example is that losses result in a characteristic impedance (Zo) that is
NOT purely resistive. Usually, losses result in a Zo which has a negative
reactance. However, in extreme conditions where K2 is unusually large, say
with dirty window line, the Zo reactance CAN be positive. Since SimSmith is
simply an unbiased calculator, these physical effects can easily be explored.
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Inside the Transmission Line.
SimSmith calculates more information about a transmission line than can be
readily displayed. The user will need to use plotting commands or the Anvil
programming language to access this information. Lacking anywhere else to
describe this information, here it is:
Each piece of transmission line has the following information:
VFnom
the nominal velocity factor
Zo
the (nominal) characteristic impedance
k0,k1,k2
loss factors.
by100
the loss in unit lengths
atfrq
the frequency at which the above loss is specified
effVF
the effective velocity factor.
effZ
the effective impedance.
ft
or in or cm or m. The numeric value of the length.
peakV
a dictionary containing:
peakV
the peak value of voltage on the transmission line
RMS the RMS voltage
feetFromDrive the distance from port 1 to the peak voltage
atZ the impedance looking at the load at ‘feedFromDrive’.
The ‘peakV’ dictionary requires a little more explanation. First, the data is
only interesting at a single frequency. Computing he peak voltages on a
transmission line when harmonics are being used is, well, ‘not supported’. No
checks are made.
Second, the ‘RMS’ voltage is a complex number so that you can plot the Wave
should you like to. The ‘peakV’ is a convenience and is simply
Mag(RMS)*Sqrt(2).
The atZ entry is useful as a verification mechanism. You can plot atZ on the
Smith chart using “Smith(T1.packv.atZ);”.
All this can be mind-bending when working with stubs and there may well be
bugs. For critical applications, please verify the answers with independent
analysis.
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The ‘~deg’ Value is WRONG!
The ‘~deg’ parameter is of particular interest. There is a reason for the ‘~’
character! The “~” is an APPROXIMATION of the real angle. The
approximation differs because the effective velocity factor can change with
frequency. Ultimately, the length in ‘ft’ or ‘cm’ (or whatever) is the key
parameter used in modeling the transmission line. This is why one cannot
‘sweep’ the ~deg parameter.
It should also be noted that the “~deg” parameter is calculated based on the
“@MHz” field immediately below, not the frequency at which the circuit is
being analyzed.
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Transformers
SimSmith simulates transformers using the same mechanism as Spice (see N
and RUSE blocks below). In this approach, the transformer is described as
two, ‘coupled’ inductors.15 It was fairly easy to model two coupled inductors…
the math is pretty straightforward. Things got a little messier when someone
asked for a way to specify the capacitance between the windings… and then
the algebra exceeded my skills and I fired up my 15 year old copy of
Mathematica. Indeed, I had to go buy a 3.5 inch floppy drive to install it!
Fortunately, it worked.

The Default View
So the transformer circuit element now looks like this:

This model of a transformer is not universally appreciated by users. Some users want a
transformer that is ‘ideal’. SimSmith can approximate ideal transformers if the user simply
sets the inductances ridiculously high; say .1 to 5 Henries.
15
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Once added to the circuit, the user is expected to provide two numbers: the
inductances of the primary and secondary windings. Two other numbers
default to the ‘ideal’ conditions of perfect coupling (k=1) and no winding-towinding capacitance (Cw = 0). Casual use usually requires that the Hr and Hl
be set higher. Serious use requires some good idea what Hr and Hl really are
BUT this is not the key area of ‘non-ideal’ behavior.
Usually, the ‘least ideal’ of all characteristics of a transformer is the coupling
factor. It is very hard to achieve a coupling factor above .95 or .96. This
sounds pretty good but a little experimentation with SimSmith will show that
such a coupling factor can have a big impact on circuit operation.
As mentioned, some folks didn’t like transformer models like this, they
wanted a simple ‘turns ratio’ view and, well, the ‘Mdl’ parameter was
introduced. By clicking on the ‘Mdl’ parameter, a new view is provided:

Simplified View
The simplified view replaces the Hl inductance with a ‘N’ for turns ratio. It
also assumes k = 1.
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Really, it is just a different way to enter Hl and is a little less cluttered in
appearance. Then, of course, someone wanted autotransformers:

Autotransformer
An autotransformer is different than a normal ‘flux coupled’ inductor in how it
is wired. The way it is wired means that ‘k’ has a different effect. By clicking
on the Mdl parameter, the autotransformer element appears:

As with earlier models, the user needs to supply Hr and Hl values. From these
values, SimSmith computes and reports the ‘Upr’ and the ‘Lwr’ inductances.
The ‘k’ applies to the coupling between these calculated inductors. The
topology and tap point of the element are adjusted to match the Hr and Hl
values given: the tap moves up/down and the topology changes between ‘up’
and ‘down’ impedance transformation.16
For those interested in the internals of the autotransformer model, here is the
RUSE block used to generate the internal netlist:
Analyzing this thing was beyond my skill even as a driver of Mathematica so, now,
SimSmith simply writes a netlist and hands the problem over to the Modified Nodal
Analysis subsystem described in the N and RUSE block chapter.
16
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Note, also, that SimSmith uses resisters to change the topology. So if Hl is
larger than Hr the R1 and R4 will conduct. Otherwise, R2 and R3 will conduct.
Notice that having k not 1 significantly impacts the complexity of computing
the ‘upper’ inductance given Hl and Hr. Further, note that with iron core
torroids, ‘k’ is rarely close to 1.17
Things get dodgy with Hl and Hr are close in value. There are times when the
MNA code reports power gain for the autotransformer on the order of
microwatts. This occurs because the MNA code is working with fixed numeric
precision. This is a known bug which will probably not be fixed.

17

Mathematica was used to create these equations… I believe they are correct.
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SimSmith File Chooser
The SimSmith file chooser was designed and implemented out of simple
frustration. When developing code for multiple machines, one quickly
becomes annoyed that habits must change just because one is seated in a
different chair. Additionally, most file choosers are general-purpose
programs and are designed as ends in and of themselves. The SimSmith file
chooser is designed to be ‘incidental’ to the user’s efforts.
Generally, the file chooser appears only in response to the user, say by
choosing to specify a load file or save a design. It can also be invoked by
clicking on the FileChooser icon in the circuit element menu that looks like
this:

When the File Chooser dialog appears, it will be of the form:
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Minor differences will appear depending on the function being performed.
For example, when the user chooses to save a circuit the above ‘rename’
button will say ‘save’. When loading an impedance file, it will say ‘load’, etc.

Hierarchy Navigation.
Navigation around the file hierarchy is done by clicking on folders and/or
selecting files. If the ‘name’ field is selected for keyboard entry (which
happens by default when the dialog appears) a name can be entered into the
‘name:’ field. In real time, SimSmith will scan the given directory and find the
first file or folder that starts the same way as the text. For example:

o

Above, the user has typed ‘Bel’ and SimSmith has identified the first file in the
directory to match. At any time, the user may hit ‘enter’ or ‘return’ and
SimSmith will ‘execute’. If the highlighted item is a folder, SimSmith will enter
that folder. If it is an acceptable file, SimSmith will execute whatever function
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is listed in the leftmost button at the bottom of the dialog. With these
mechanisms, a file can be found with a minimum of keystrokes.
Usually, double clicking on a file or folder is the same as ‘return’ or ‘enter’.

Path Bar
At the top of the, SimSmith displays the ‘path’ of the working directory.
Movement upward in the file hierarchy can be effected by clicking on the
directory in the path being displayed.

Favorites
The favorites panel shows recently visited files and folders. The panel will
grow as possible.

Preview
When the file being highlighted is a saved SimSmith circuit element (has a
‘ssce’ extension) a preview of that element will be shown in the preview panel.

File Chooser as Librarian
Circuit elements may be dragged to and from folders in the file chooser. To
copy a circuit element from the circuit the user need only click&drag the
component down to the file chooser icon. After hovering there for a brief
time, the file chooser dialog will appear. After selecting the appropriate
folder, the circuit element is simply dropped. A copy will be placed in the
folder.
Navigation of the hierarchy can be done while still dragging the circuit
element. While still holding the mouse button down, simply hover over a
folder and the file chooser will enter that folder. Hovering over the ‘scroll up’
or ‘scroll down’ will cause SimSmith to scroll the directory. Hovering works in
the ‘path’ description as well so movement up the hierarch is possible.
Circuit elements can be dragged from the file chooser and into the circuit. In
this way, the file chooser can be used to maintain a library or libraries of
frequency used components. This is most useful for the N and RUSE circuit
elements described elsewhere.
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More Drag&Drop
As with circuit elements, the File Chooser allows the user to drag impedance
files from the File Chooser directly to the ‘file’ parameter. When doing this,
the load file must be placed directly on the ‘file’ parameter. When ready,
SimSmith will turn the file parameter green indicating a drop will succeed.
As a second short cut, the user can drag an impedance file directly to the
circuit. When this is done, a Z component will be created and the file
parameter set. The Z component can then be rotated if necessary.

Native File Chooser as Librarian
SimSmith allows the user to use the native file chooser as a librarian. It allows
the user to drag components from the circuit to the native file chooser. It also
allows the user to drag components from the native file chooser back to the
circuit. Here is a snapshot of the operation on a mac:
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My File Chooser Won’t GO AWAY
At the upper left hand corner of the File Chooser dialog there is a small circle
to the left of the ‘path’ display. This circle is a ‘pin’. If the circle is filled, the
File Chooser has been ‘pinned up’ and will not go away, at least not easily.
The ability to pin the File Chooser is handy when doing multiple library
operations. It can be annoying to have the file chooser constantly coming and
going and the ‘pin’ feature stops this from happening.

Changing the Sort Order
Different users prefer to have directory contents sorted in different order.
The check boxes next to the ‘scroll up’ text can be used to affect the order. By
clicking on the ‘hidden’ box, some files that are usually ‘hidden’ will be
displayed. Which files are affected by the ‘hidden’ checkbox is system
dependent.

Limitations
SimSmith’s file chooser is NOT general purpose. As a result, there are
significant limitations:
1) Dragging a file from one directory to another results in a COPY.
2) Multiple files cannot be moved at once… only one file at a time.
3) Files from the native operating system can be dragged to/from the
filechooser… usually.
4) Dragging a file from the file chooser to the system trash can does not
delete the file.
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Enhanced Sweeping Techniques
Multi Variable
SimSmith can sweep multiple parameter values at the same time. Normally,
only the frequency (G.MHz) is swept but additional parameters can be added
and enabled. An example of was already seen in the discussion of load files.
To add a parameter to the sweep menu the user need only click on the ‘name’
in the sweep menu. This click will bring up a menu of items that can be added
to the sweep menu. The item may be simply ‘clicked’ and it will be added to
the top of the sweep menu. It may also be dragged to a specific place in the
sweep menu. Here is an example of the popup menu:

Items already in the sweep menu may be reordered using click&drag by
selecting the name part of the parameter. The topmost (enabled) item in the
menu is called the ‘primary’ sweep variable and will be used as the horizontal
axis in the square chart. Otherwise, the order in the sweep menu does not
matter. Here is a picture of the sweep menu when sweeping the following
circuit capacitor values:
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Notice that the horizontal axis of the square chart is labeled ‘C2.F. This is
because C2.F is the topmost, ENABLED, sweep parameter.
SimSmith places no restriction on the number of parameter that can be swept.
However, beyond 2, SimSmith will plot dots rather than the grid shown above.
As the number of sweep parameters increase, the amount of computing power
needed grows geometrically. It is possible to request millions of data points
accidentally. Such a computation would take too long AND would be probably
be wasteful since the plot dots would overlap. Therefore, SimSmith limits the
number of points it will compute without explicit request.

Controlling the Size of the Computation
The ‘Preferences” menu (under ‘file / preferences’) can control several
important aspects of sweeping. For the purposes of this section, the two
preferences of interest are called the ‘NormalSweepSize’ and the
‘ExtendedSweepSize’.
The ‘NormalSweepSize’ is the maximum number of points SimSmith will
compute without explicit command. To understand how SimSmith reduces
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the number of points it will compute, consider the case of a three variable
sweep with requested point counts of 100, 100, 200. Unless limited, SimSmith
would have to compute 100x100x200 or 2 million points. This cannot be
done ‘in real time’ so SimSmith must scale it back.
SimSmith scales back the number of points by reducing the number of points
along each axis in the necessary ratio. So, suppose the NormalSweepSize were
set to ‘2000’. Then SimSmith would need to reduce the number of points by a
factor of 1000. Given that there are three variables, SimSmith can make this
reduction by simply reducing the number of points along each axis by a factor
of ten.18
To eliminate surprises, SimSmith may actually compute a few more points
that that specified by the ‘NormalSweepSize’. This occurs because SimSmith
guarantees to plot the two endpoints of the range requested. Additionally,
SimSmith will not select NEW points for plotting, rather it simply jumps over
values. So, if the range and number of points is carefully selected to, say, align
on whole frequencies, SimSmith will still plot points on those whole
frequencies and simply skip some as necessary.
Of course, there are times when the user is willing to wait and have a huge
number of points computed. This is where ‘ExtendedSweepSize’ comes into
play. ‘ExtendedSweepSize’ is an absolute upper bound on how big a
computation SimSmith will perform.
An extended sweep is initiated on command by clicking on the ‘sweep’ label in
the sweep menu. When this button is clicked, a progress bar appears and the
computation begins. The computation may be interrupted at any time by
clicking on the progress bar. During the extended sweep, SimSmith is largely
unresponsive EXCEPT to the request to terminate. During an extended sweep
the screen looks like this:

This is a convenient example. SimSmith actually takes the ‘nth Root’ of the reduction
factor and scales each ‘number of points’ in each parameter by that factor…
18
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Once the extended sweep is done, the chart will reappear and the progress bar
will disappear. The ‘sweep’ button will be left ‘green’. A green sweep button
indicates the extended sweep data is being displayed. A normal sweep can be
initiated by clicking on the green sweep button. Of course, any change in a
parameter will cause the extended sweep data to be discarded and a new
normal sweep will occur.

Catching Stride
SimSmith is written in Java and Java has some odd internal behavior. As
demands for memory grow, Java will occasionally ‘pause’. This happens as the
Java image grows in physical (or, gasp, virtual) memory. This pause is
noticeable during extended sweeps. The pauses do not ever go away, but they
are generally shorter the longer SimSmith runs.
Additionally, the memory arrays used to store the compute data need to grow
as well. These arrays, generally, do not shrink. This means that the first time
an extended sweep is required, SimSmith will need to allocate large chunks of
memory and hence will appear to pause. However, subsequent extended
sweeps will often be noticeably faster. It isn’t a guarantee but it is often the
case!
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Sweep Expressions
The default sweep ranges, number of points, and ‘log/lin’ options are usually
sufficient. However, there are times when more control of the range of swept
values is necessary. Remember that the point spacing is changed by clicking
on the ‘log’ or ‘lin’ button to the left of the number of points entry. While
cycling through the options an option called ‘expr’ will appear.
The ‘expr’ option allows the user DIFFERENT controls on the swept values
and in some cases the type of plot being done. The default value for the ‘expr’
is a ‘Vary’. Vary means that the value of the parameter should be varied as
specified by the Preferences ‘Max/Min Value Ratio’ entry. Vary always results
in 11 equally spaced points (ten divisions).
The lower bound on the parameter being ‘varied’ is the ‘present value’ as
specified in the circuit element DIVIDED by Sqrt(Max/Min Ratio). The upper
bound will be the ‘present value’ TIMES Sqrt(Max/Min Ratio). Thus, the
upperbound/lowerbound = Max/Min Ratio requested.
A unique syntax is provided by the Expression parser for requesting sweep
values. The most basic is a colon separated triple that specifies the ‘from’, ‘to’,
and ‘step’…
1:30:1
// step from 1 to 30 in increments of 1.
The above will plot 30 points: 1,2,3…..30.
A variation on this can make the step be a ‘logstep’. For example:
1:30: logStep .1 // use logarithmic steps.
The ‘logStep’ directive will always evaluate at the start and finish values. The
steps in between will be spaced such that their ‘log10’ values will be evenly
divisible by the step (.1) above. As a concrete example:
1.1:2.2:logStep .1
will evaluate the circuit with values:
1.1 1.295 1.585 1.995 2.2
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The following chart shows how these points would be plotted on the Square
chart. Notice that the first and last dots are displayed. The middle three dots
are those whose logs are an even multiple of .1 . Note that the scale is
logarithmic.

Multiple instances of ranges are allowed. An example might be:
7:7.3:.05 14:14.35:.1
This might result in a plot that looks like this:
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Notice that the lowest and highest frequencies are plotted but the gap in the
middle is not. So, while SimSmith can be made to avoid unnecessary
computation, the plotting range remains the same.
By surrounding a range with ‘{}’, the range will be plotted using dots. Here,
the range at 7 MHz is drawing using dots.
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Individual frequency points may also be specified. Here, specific dots are 7.1
and 14.2 are plotted along with lines for the range:

The dots can be a little hard to see…
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The following topic is quite advanced but should probably be mentioned here.
Sweep expression arguments may be added to the appropriate component.
Here is a screen shot of that having been done. Close examination of the LC1
component and the sweep expression should demonstrate the capability:

Details concerning these capabilities are described in the Anvil Programming
manual.

Editing the Sweep Menu
Entries in the sweep menu may be reordered by using click&drag. The ‘name’
section (say, ‘G.MHz’) is the active region for dragging. The items may be
deleted by dragging them to the trash can. They may also be deleted using a
‘control-click’.
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Load Files
This section should really be called “Impedance Files” because they can be
used in places besides the load.

Basic Use
SimSmith directly supports many different impedance file formats. It started
with EZNEC’s ‘LastZ.txt’, moved on to NEC2 output, then AIM4170b, miniVNA,
the list keeps growing.19 It has been a long time since anyone has asked for a
new file format but more can be added upon request.
SimSmith detects the impedance file format ‘by inspection’; it literally looks at
the file and tries to figure out from whence it came. It generally does a good
job. Different files have different characteristics… capitalization, spacing, use
of commas, all these hints are fair game for SimSmith’s ad hoc format
detection mechanisms.
The simplest of the impedance files is probably the ‘FRX’ format. An example
might be:
Freq,R,X
1, 2, -4
100, 200, -400
Remember that capitalization, commas, and whitespace are all considered
while SimSmith tries to guess the file format. In this case, the meaning of the
various numbers is pretty self-evident.
SimSmith does ‘linear’ interpolation between given measurement points.
Here, SimSmith would predict that the impedance at 50.5 MHz would be 101 –
j202 ohms.

Supported load file formats: Array Solutions AIM, EZNEC, NEC2, COCOANEC, RIG Expert,
touchstone 1 and 2, 4nec2, miniVNA, SARK, ELSIE, and ‘generic’. There may be some
problems with 4nec2. If you have a file you think should work and doesn’t please let me
know. It appears the 4nec2 ‘GAM’ files work and the ‘touchstone’ files work if renamed to
‘s1p’…
19
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SimSmith Generic Format
SimSmith supports a wide range of file formats but, of course, not all. It may
happen that a file is written by a new piece of test equipment or a some other
simulation tool can write a ‘csv’ file but the exact format is not supported.
These cases require some small amount of hand editing but SimSmith does
provide a little help.
If a file contains only comma (or space) separated values then SimSmith only
need be told which columns to use for which purposes. If a file has a ‘.csv’
extension AND if the first line starts with “Generic” then SimSmith will expect
four more numbers. Here is an example:
Generic #index #scale #real #imag
The #index number indicates which column will be used to index the data.
Usually, this is column 1 and usually it is a frequency of some type. 20 The
value in this column used to look up data. The value in the #index column is
multiplied by the #scale for indexing purposes. The #real and #imag are
number which indicate which column to use for the real part and which for
the imaginary part. A concrete example may help:
Generic 1 1e6 3 5
1 1234 50 4321 0
2 1111 75 5555 -10
3 1324 100 4444 10
The above file would be read and three values stored for access:
//index real
imag
1000000 50
0
2000000 75
-10
3000000 100
10

Files are not always used just for frequency/impedance purposes. See the Anvil
documentation for accessing other information.
20
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This would be the equivalent of using Freq, R, X and saying:
Freq, R, X
1,50,0
2,75,-10
3,100,10

Used to Characterize Components
Impedance files can also be used to more fully characterize basic components.
For example, one could measure the impedance of a ferrite bead using some
measurement equipment, write out an ‘impedance’ file, and use that
impedance file to specify the impedance of that ferrite bead at various
frequencies. The same can be done for inductors, resistors, etc.

Touchstone
“Touchstone” refers to a file format used by component manufactures and
some network analyzer equipment.21 It has many variations and SimSmith
supports most of them. SimSmith relies on the file extension being either ‘s1p’
or ‘s2p’ to determine that a touchstone formatted file is being used. 22
Touchstone files can specify the ‘one port’ and ‘two port’ measurements. One
port measurements are essentially load files. These files will have a ‘.s1p’
extension. For two port devices, Touchstone essentially measures the input
impedance AND the transfer function of the device under test and these files
will have a ‘.s2p’ file extension.
Version 16p9 has limited support for .s3p and .s4p files for use in N and RUSE
blocks. Please read the N block description for syntactic details.

Two Port Measurements: SPRM Circuit Element
Usually, the two point measurements are referred to as ‘scattering
parameters’. The SPRM circuit element can use these scattering parameters
directly and can be selected the familiar way; click on the ‘file’ parameter of
It is even supported by the popular ELSIE filter design software!
Larger port counts can be supported by the RUSE and N blocks. See the ‘N block syntax’
document for details.
21
22
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the SPRM circuit element and select the file. In this case, SimSmith insists that
the file extension be ‘.s2p’.
The SPRM circuit element ‘ports’ can be swapped; click on the top parameter
of the element to select the direction.
SimSmith will silently terminate the reading of touchstone files when it
encounters a comment line which contains the words ‘noise’ and ‘parameters’.
Strictly speaking, I believe it should terminate when the ‘frequency’ takes a
negative step. Hopefully this difference won’t harm anyone. The effect is to
ignore noise parameter data attached at the end of the normal S data.

Reversing Legacy S2P Files
Older versions of SimSmith produces S2P files which did not follow the
industry standard port definitions. Specifically, SimSmith wrote files
assuming the source of the signal was port 2. This caused some confusion
which took some time to discover and explain.
SimSmith now writes S2P files which use the convention that the generator is
connected to port 1.
Old designs which used S2P files generated prior to SimSmith version 16.9av
should be reexamined to ensure proper operation.
SimSmith helps with this endeavor by detecting S2P files which appear to
have been written by earlier versions of SimSmith. When these files are
detected, SimSmith will generate an error message. IT DOES NOT STOP THE
USE OF THESE FILES.
To repair the files for use in new versions of SimSmith the user must ‘reverse’
the ports in the file. To do this, the user can use SimSmith to write the up to
date version of the file using the following circuit:
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Notice that the SPRM file has port 2 on the right. At this point, the user can
simply click on ‘file/write Industry Touchstone s2p’ file. In this example, a
new file called ‘cat1.s2p’ was written.
Proper operation of this new file can be verified using a Isolation block and an
SPRM block. Note that this new SPRM block has port 1 facing the generator.
The traces of S1 and S2 are shown to overlap.

Two Port Measurements: One Port Devices
The component manufacturing industry uses two port measurements to
characterize one port devices like capacitors. It does this for good reasons
that won’t be related here BUT which do make a difference. The bottom line,
though, is that SimSmith must know HOW the device was tested: was it tested
as a shunt device or as a series device?
There is no obvious way to determine how the device was tested simply by
looking in the data. Unfortunately, SimSmith must rely on other information
and I chose the ‘filename’. If the file name includes the characters: “shunt” or
“snt” or “shnt” then SimSmith assumes the device was measured in a shunt
configuration. Otherwise, SimSmith assumes it was measured in a series
configuration.
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As a means of demonstration, here is a circuit that uses an s2p file to model an
inductor:

Notice the funny squiggle as the frequency gets high… AND the inductor
actually turns capacitive!
The ability of SimSmith to use manufacturer data as input can help
understand what happens when components are pushed to the extreme.
It should be pointed out that this capability is NOT limited to touchstone files.
The above demonstrates using an ‘s2p’ file, but any ‘impedance file’ supported
by SimSmith can be used.

Half the S2P Data is Zeros
Some popular test equipment used to measure two port devices really only
measure them in one direction. This is fine when the circuit is symmetric as is
the case with transmission lines or (symmetric) filters. When SimSmith sees
an s2p file with half zeros, it (silently) assumes symmetry and continues the
calculation.
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As Trace Files
Load files can also be used as ‘’Saved Trace’ files. Saved Trace files can be
added to the Smith chart OR the square chart using the ‘files/add trace’ menu
item. When this item is selected, a file choose popup will appear.
When a load file is selected it will be added to chart. The file name will be
listed in the upper right hand corner of the chart. Here is an example. They
can be hard to see:

The full range of frequencies is always displayed regardless of any sweep
which may or may not be taking place.
The trace can be deleted either by dragging the name to the trash bin or by
‘control-clicking’ on the name.
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Trace Files
Many of the traces you see on the Smith chart or the Square chart can be saved
away as files and then imported back for later use. The format of the saved
file depends on the nature of the trace being saved. The types of traces which
can be saved and restored grows with each release.

Saving a Trace
To save a trace to a file go to ‘files’ and select ‘save trace’. After clicking ‘save
trace’, you then select the trace to be saved by clicking on the trace on the
appropriate chart. When SimSmith is waiting for you to select a trace it there
will be a button in the upper lefthand side of the chart telling you to select a
trace. Selection will be aborted if you click on that button.
Once a trace has been selected, a File Chooser dialog will pop up to allow you
to select where to save the trace. SimSmith will write an ‘enhanced Generic
csv’ file.

Adding a Trace
A trace can be added to the Square or Smith chart by clicking on ‘files’ and
‘add Trace’. The trace will be added to the active (big) chart. If the file format
is incompatible with the type of chart being displayed and error will be
flagged. This will happen, for example, when a saved trace is a ‘Power’ trace
and you are trying to add the trace to the Smith chart.
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Markers
Markers are, perhaps, the least ‘well integrated’ feature of SimSmith. There
are several reasons for this but the bottom line is that they can be
problematic. I apologize for any inconvenience… but they are quite useful.
Markers allow the user to tag certain points of interest. An example might be
to point out the impedance of several frequencies of interest such as:

Markers are added using click&drag from the small ‘mark’ button down below
the SWR and Q circles. In the square chart, the ‘mark’ button is in the same
location and works essentially the same way.
The marker is dragged around using the arrow. SimSmith places the marker
report anywhere it likes. There are a few rules, of course. The report can’t
cover any other report and it can’t cover the end of an arrow. Essentially,
placement is automatic and completely out of user control. Note that the
placement algorithm is allowed to change release/release.
When the arrow point gets near a computed point, the report will contain a
list of parameters. The parameters are those used in the sweep to get to that
point. If multiple parameters are being swept, multiple parameters will be
listed along with the report. Here is an example of a two-dimensional sweep
marker:
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Notice that the name of the sweep is listed at the top, here the marker was
attached to G. The values of the swept parameters come next, C1.F and L1.H.
The value where the marker points is 38.26 + j16.79.
The parameters that were being swept can be modified directly in the marker.
So if a marker does not land on exactly the frequency of interest, the
frequency can be modified in the marker using the keyboard. Arrow and
wheel tuning can work as well.
Several ‘complexities’ can arise once a marker has been placed. One might be
that a parameter value specified in the marker is no longer a member of the
sweep value set. No problem, SimSmith will simply evaluate the circuit at that
frequency ANYWAY and plot it. Here is a case where that happened:

The marker doesn’t point to any trace… but it is pointing to the correct
impedance given the circuit and the frequency reported.
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A second complication is that list of parameters being swept may change. This
often happens in multi variable sweeping. Here, the C1.F sweep was disabled.
Again, SimSmith simply evaluates the circuit given the parameters being
reported:

The final confusion might be that the component to which the marker was
attached is deleted OR one of the parameters being reported has been deleted.
This is where SimSmith gets confused. In these, and potentially other places,
SimSmith just leaves the marker visible and expects the user to clean up.
After all, the user may put the part back or simply be moving it to a new place
in the circuit.
In the end, though, markers rarely get abandoned. To clean up, the user can
move the arrow to the trash can OR… simply ‘control-click’ on the arrow and
delete it directly.
When lots of markers are being used it is often useful to reduce their size.
This can be done by adjusting the ‘Preferences’, ‘markerSizeFactor’.
Again, the marker placement algorithm has undergone some development
over time. As stated before, SimSmith places the markers anywhere it
chooses…..
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Generator Models
For basic impedance calculations the generator model has essentially no
effect. Once interest turns to voltages, currents, and power, it is an entirely
different story.
One of the most commonly asked questions is “which generator model should
I use.” The only good answer is really a question, “it depends, what are you
working on?” Each model is designed with particular applications in mind.
ALL generator models can be thought of as a ‘Thevenin Equivalent” circuit
model. Thevenin23 proposed that any single port network can be represented
as a black box with two parameters: a voltage called “Vthev” which is the open
circuit voltage on the single port, and “Zthev” which is the internal impedance
of the device. To measure Zthev, one simply shorts out the port and measures
the current.
The generator models differ in their internal Vthev and Zthev values. What
follows is the arithmetic involved with determining Vthev and Zthev AND a
description of when and why a particular generator may be used.

Generators at A Glance
Larry Benko has been kind enough to compile and supply this table:

23

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thévenin%27s_theorem
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useZo([watts])
By far the most commonly used generator model is ‘useZo’. 24
Vthev and Zthev are chosen so that ‘useZo’ will deliver 1 watt to a circuit
impedance that equals the G.Zo. Zthev will be Zo*. The amount of power
delivered can be increased (or decreased) by providing useZo with a
parameter in watts. For example, ‘useZo(4)’ will deliver 4 watts to a load
equal to G.Zo.
useZo should be used whenever the primary goal is impedance matching 25.
Since any mismatch in the impedance will result in lower power being
delivered to the load, useZo brings to focus any mismatched impedance.
It helps that this is the default generator!
25 ‘Matching’ here means matching for zero reflection, NOT maximum power transfer.
24
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xMtch[(watts)]
The ‘xMtch’ model is probably the second most used. Here, Zthev is set to zero
(no internal impedance) and Vthev is adjusted so as to deliver 1 watt to ANY
load. If the impedance goes up, so will the Vthev. A simple way to look at it is
Vthev = Sqrt(Zin). 26 As with useZo, the power can be adjusted by supplying an
argument: xMtch(4) will deliver 4 watts to any load.
xMtch is primarily used when exploring losses in circuits. Since it will deliver
a fixed power, losses in components are always ‘relative’ to a fixed power level
guaranteed by xMtch.
Many modern transmit amplifiers work very much like xMtch over small but
useful ranges of SWR.

outputZ(imp,[watts])
Here, Zthev is set to ‘imp’. Any complex value may be substituted for imp. The
Vthev is set such that 1 watt will be delivered to a load that equals G.Zo.
‘outputZ’ can also be scaled by providing a second argument:
outputZ(a+jb,watts). outputZ will deliver MORE power to load impedances
which are lower than G.Zo and less power to load impedances higher than
G.Zo.
‘outputZ’ is used when trying to model a real transmit amplifier with a known
(or suspected) internal impedance. Generally, this internal impedance is NOT
Zo and so ‘outputZ’ is provided. (Otherwise, one would use useZo!)

fixedV[(watts)]
Here, again, Zthev is set to zero. Vthev is set to the square root of G.Zo 27
This sets the voltage to deliver 1 watt to a load of Zo. Really, just a short form
of outputZ(0) and used in the same situations.

This is true for purely real loads. xMtch will deliver 1 watt into reactive loads as well but
the arithmetic gets messy.
27 Roughly, see useZo.
26
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forXfer
Here Vthev is set to 2 volts, Zthev is set to Zo. No power argument is
supported.
This is used when trying to determine relative voltage gain through a circuit:
‘S21’ for those so inclined. Notice that it delivers 1 volt to a perfectly matched
load.

absV(Volts)
absV allows the user to specify a specific voltage which is given as the
argument. For example, absV(10) will set Vthev to 10. Zthev is always set to
zero.
absV is used when a specific voltage is desired independent of load. This is
useful when designing divider networks or when a special generator is
needed. For example, a current source of 1 amp might be: “absV(Zin)”.

Thev28
The Thev generator is an experimental generator introduced in version 16.3.
It works in conjunction with Zgen when it is present. Thev may well evolve
and may or may not survive the tests of time.
The basic form of Thev is:
Thev(Zwork,V,P)
The Thevenin impedance is Conj(Zwork). The Thevenin voltage is set to
deliver 1 watt to the impedance equal to Zwork. Power is in watts. All
arguments are optional. Trailing commas are assumed. If there are no
arguments, the enclosing “()” can be omitted.
If Z is null (meaning empty) or zero then Zthev will be set to Conj(Zgen) (if it
is present and non-zero). Otherwise ZThev will be set to Conj(Zo).
If Vthev is not present it will be computed from the Zwork such that it will
deliver 1 watt to a load equal to Zwork;
28

Really Thev[([Z][,[V][,P]])] but that doesn’t really clear up anything.
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P defaults to 1.
A few examples are in order:
//what
//results
Thev ;
//Zthev = Conj(Zgen or Zo)
// Vthev = 2*Sqrt(Real(Zthev))
Thev(Z);
//Zthev = Conj(Z)
//Vthev = 2*Sqrt(Real(Zthev))
Thev(Z,V);
// Vthev = V, Zthev = Conj(Z).
Thev(Z,V,P);
// Vthev = V*Sqrt(P), Zthev = Conj(Z).
Thev(,,P);
// like “Thev”; except delivers P watts.
Thev(,V,P);
// Vthev = V*Sqrt(P), Zthev = Zgen or Zo.
Thev(0);
// Vthev = Sqrt(Zgen or Zo), Zthev = 0;
Thev(0,V);
// Vthev = V, Zthev = 0.
A few interesting examples… in all cases, p is optional. If no p is needed, the
last comma is not needed. (I think these are right….)29
fixedV(p) == Thev(0,,p)
xMtch(p) == Thev(Zin,,p)
useZo (p) == Thev(Zo,,p)
forXfer
== Thev(Zo,2)
absV(v)
== Thev(0,v)
Because Thev cooperates with Zgen, Thev is well suited for use with invZ as
described elsewhere.

User Equations
All the above generators are provided as a convenience. Most were added
once their utility was determined.
It is possible to provide an equation instead of a predetermined generator.
For example, a current source generator might be written as:
Zin
Don’t forget the actual equations for Vthev are more complicated than described in this
manual when Zthev is not purely real.
29
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Which is to say, the voltage out is the same as the impedance in. To make an
‘n’ amp current source, one can write:
Zin*a
SimSmith will add the ‘a’ parameter to the generator block. Setting ‘a’ will set
the current delivered to any load.
HOWEVER, use of this technique is allowed for historic reasons. Ideally, the
user should write:
absV(Zin*a)
or something like that… enclosing the equation within an absV generator
model. I won’t go into why, but this more verbose form is highly
recommended.
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Text Dialogs
Any time a significant amount of text is to be entered into SimSmith a ‘text
dialog’ will appear. Here is what a text dialog looks like on a Mac:

At the top of the dialog is the circuit element name for which the dialog has
been requested. Below that is the parameter name.

Buttons at the Bottom
The bottom of the dialog frame contains a series of buttons:
• clear error. Clear the error frame. Closes the error piece if it is empty.
• clear output. Clear the output frame. Closes the frame.
• load. Clear the source frame and read in new contents.
• save. Save the source into a file.
• C. Capture an image of the dialog into the system clipboard.
• + Increase the size of the font.
• - Decrease the font size.

Changing the Size
The size of dialog can be changed using the operating system provided
window-resizing (and relocating) capabilities.
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Text Editing
The SimSmith text dialog editor provides a small but comprehensive set of
keyboard shortcuts useful when editing larger, program-oriented dialogs.
Please see the Anvil documentation on text dialogs for more information.

Error Messages
It is quite common that during typing (and during operation) various error
messages must be displayed. These messages are generally presented in the
appropriate text dialog in what is called the ‘error frame’. The ‘error frame’
will appear automatically. Generally speaking, once the error frame appears it
will remain until the dialog is complete or when the user clicks on the ‘clear
error’ button.
Here is an example of an error:

After more typing, the error has been cleared but the error frame remains:
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Clicking on the ‘clear error’ button will close the error frame.

User println, errorOutln, pl, and el
The text dialog has a second frame that can appear below the text being input.
This is called the ‘output frame’. Use of the output frame is discussed in the
SimSmith Programming manual. However, it is a text dialog function so it will
be briefly described here.
SimSmith allows the user to call the ‘print’ or ‘println’ function directly. 30 The
print function will, well, print the text to the ‘output frame’. A simple example
in the G.V dialog might be:

The ‘ln’ at the end means, “add a new line”. ‘print(“this”);’ will have no newline at the
end, ‘println(“this”);’ will have a new line. The print statement will take any number of
arguments and print them with a ‘ ‘ between to enhance readability. The string
concatenation function ‘+’ can be used to remove the space if so desired.
30
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An equivalent mechanism is available to print to the error frame:

SimSmith provides some useful debugging print capabilities called ‘pl’ and ‘el’.
These are short names for ‘println’ and ‘errorOutln’. However, pl and el have
some significant advantages. For example, the statement:
pl dog;
is essentially the same as
println(“dog=”+dog);
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The ‘el’ command is the errorOutln analog.
The pl and el commands are very useful when inserting debugging statements
in text dialogs. Please see the Anvil documentation for additional details.

Why is the Circuit Element Dialog Button Red?
When an error occurs in a dialog the button on the circuit element will turn
red. This may happen because something has changed somewhere else in the
circuit. For example, if one tries to plot something that no longer exists, the
G.Plt button will turn red indicating that an error exists in the G.Plt dialog. An
example:
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The Isolation Circuit Element
There are many times when it would be desirable to analyze two circuits at
the same time and compare the results. Early on, the only way to do so was to
run two copies of SimSmith. This works BUT has significant downsides. The
biggest problem is that comparison was usually visual.31
To allow more direct comparison, the ISOLATION block was introduced. It is
also called an ‘LG’ block because it contains both a Load and a Generator
block.
As with the Load element, the LG block provides a file argument that is used
when an impedance file is desired. As with the G block, a ‘V’ parameter allows
the user to specify a generator model or equations.
Close examination of the LG.V dialog below shows two new entries:

specifically: the ‘cloneGen’ and the ‘cloneLoad’ buttons.
The ‘cloneGen’ is a generator model that is available ONLY in the LG block.
When used, the effect is to match the behavior (not the output!) of the G block
generator. As an example, suppose the G block generator is set to ‘xMtch’. In
this case, regardless of the impedance seen by the G block, the LG block will
act as an xMtch with the impedance seen by the LG block. The behavior is the
same; the output can be dramatically different. ‘cloneGen’ is probably the
most commonly used generator option in the LG block.
The other new option is ‘cloneLoad’. ‘cloneLoad’ is not actually a generator
and can be used at the same time as another generator. When this option is
selected, the ‘ohms’ and ‘johms’ of the LG block will be set to match those of
the L block. It is literally the same as writing:
ohms = L.ohms;
johms = L.johms;

One could run one circuit, save the output, and then read that output back into the
second circuit. See ‘reference traces’ for more details. Even with this, it remained klunky.
31
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Care should be taken when using cloneLoad and a load file. No checks are
made, no behavior specified.
As with the G generator, one can specify an equation for the voltage directly;
Zin*a from above would work as expected. When this is done, the equation
must be the last thing to appear in the LG.V dialog. This technique is
discouraged, the user should really write ‘absV(Zin*a)’.
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The LC Matching Component
The most sophisticated component in SimSmith is the LC matching
component. It looks like:

This component has two modes of operation and two configurations.

Automatic Mode
In the automatic mode, the LC matching component will adjust the L and C
values to match the impedance specified by the ‘R’ and ‘X’ parameter values. If
the R and X values are ‘0’, the generator parameter ‘G.Zo’ is substituted. The
computed capacitance and inductance take the given Q for the capacitor (Qc)
and inductor (Ql) into account.
The capacitance and inductance are computed to match the R/X impedance at
the specified frequency specified in the MHz parameter. If this parameter is 0,
the frequency specified by the generator MHz parameter is substituted. Note
that this means the matching frequency will CHANGE if the G.MHz value is
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being swept and the effect is to have the match work ALL THE TIME. In
almost every way, this means that a generator of useZo followed immediately
by an LC matching with a 0 frequency is EXACTLY the same as xMtch.
The topology of the LC network is adjusted as necessary to achieve the
required impedance transformation: it may be a ‘series first’ topology if the
impedance must be increased or a ‘shunt first’ topology if the impedance must
be reduced. When the Q values are low, the necessary topology is not
immediately obvious.32
An LC match can be either a ‘high pass’ or ‘low pass’ device. The user chooses
by clicking on the ‘pass’ parameter.

Manual Mode
The LC matching component can also be operated in a ‘manual’ mode; the
choice made by clicking on the ‘mode’ parameter. In the manual mode, the
element appears as:

The equations for this model were derived using Mathematica. One can do it by hand if
one ignores the Qs. Dealing with significant Q values makes these equations way beyond
the author’s algebraic skills and can result in unexpected topology choices!
32
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In this mode, the user must specify all parameters: low or high pass, shunt or
series first, the capacitance, the inductance, and the Q values. In this mode,
the F and H values can be adjusted using drag tuning or click tuning as well.
The combination of a ‘manual’ LC circuit followed by an ‘automatic’ one can be
used to model the Pi/L circuit; the manual one setting the ‘internal
impedance’ of the network. It is very instructional! Here is an example of
tuning up a Pi/L network for a tube amplifier:
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Plotting
Plotting commands are generally placed in the G.Plt dialog. Historically,
plotting used a format familiar to GNUPLOT users. While the GNUPLOT
syntax remains (largely hidden), its use is discouraged and not presented
here.
Plotting in SimSmith is done using function calls. There are many plot
commands all of which can be augmented. The basic ones are listed below.
Unless otherwise noted, all plotting is done on the “y1” axis.
Plot(something);
Wave(something);
RMS(something);
Peak(something);
Power(something);
SWR(something);
Smith(something);

// see “SimSmith in the Time Domain”
// ditto
// ditto
// ditto
// plotted on the SWR axis.
// plotted on the Smith chart.

The ‘something’ can be a parameter of a component or a derived value of a
component. For a comprehensive list of derived signal names see the
appropriate subsection in “Expression Evaluator”. The following assumes a
small amount of knowledge of that section…
The most useful plot function is… ‘Plot()’. As an example, consider this circuit:
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and consider the voltage at point ‘L’. This voltage will be low at low
frequencies because the inductor will short out the generator. Similarly, the
voltage will be low at high frequencies because the capacitor will short out the
generator. At 10 MHz the LC network will be resonant and largely invisible
(sans losses, of course). It would be informative to plot the voltage at L while
sweeping the frequency. Sweeping was hinted at earlier and so HOW the
sweep was done will be skipped for the moment.
To plot the voltage at L one simply clicks on the generator ‘Plt’ parameter and
a text dialog will pop up. (Expression dialogs are discussed in their own
chapter.) In that dialog, the following command will need to be placed
Plot(L.V);
After adjusting the scale the following window will appear:
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Note that the PWR and SWR axes do not appear because no item has been
selected in the respective plot menus (seen at the bottom of the image).
Note also that the voltage is plotted on the ‘y1’ axis.
There are several modifications that can be made to this plot command as
now described.

Naming the Signal
While the example shown is quite simple, the plotted item can, in fact, be any
expression. For example, to plot the power lost in the LC1 component one
could write:
Plot(LC1.P-L.P);
This works fine BUT the name of the plot item is quite large:
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When a large number of items are added, the text quickly gets squeezed and is
too small to read. The label of the plot selection button can be specified in the
Plot command as:
Plot(“lost”,LC1.P-L.P);

Specifying Units
The legend at the top of “y1” can be replaced by supplying a name AFTER the
signal to be plotted. One might write:
Plot(“lost”,LC1.P-L.P,”watts”);
And get:

Notice how the power lost peaks at a lower frequency where the inductor
losses dominate.
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Note that the units cannot be the name of an axis; “SWR”, “PWR”, “y1”, “y2”,
“Smith” are all illegal ‘units’.

Specifying Axes
With the exception of the Smith and SWR functions, the axis can also be
specified by naming it AFTER the units:
Plot(“lost”,LC1.P-L.P,”watts”,”y2”);

The axis can be “y2” or “y1” or even “PWR” or “SWR”… all legitimate requests.
The quotes are optional if the variable has not been used. So you can say
“Plot(5,y1);” if you haven’t declared y1 as a variable.
If the “SWR” axis is chosen, the value being plotted is taken to be an
impedance which will be converted to an SWR value before plotting. So the
following three commands will generate similar traces:
Plot(“a”,SWR(Zin),y1); // plots the SWR(Zin) on the y1 chart.
Plot(“b”,Zin,SWR);
// plots the SWR(Zin) on the SWR chart.
SWR(“c”,Zin);
// plots the SWR(Zin) in the SWR chart.
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Plot Pen Specification
In many (but not all, probably) the way the information is plotted can be
modified. There are three different ‘pen’ modifications:

Line Type
If present, the line type must come immediately after the opening parenthesis.
The most commonly used line type is “dots”:33
Plot(“dots”,”lost”,LC1.P-L.P,”watts”,”y2”);

The quotes around “dots” and “lines” are optional if you have not already
declared the identifier.

Color
The color of the line can be changed by adding a color before any signal label
or the signal itself:
Plot(“dots”,RGBA(0,1,0,a),”lost”,LC1.P-L.P,”watts”,”y2”);

“dots” is actually a place holder for any of “dots”, ”squares”, ”diamonds”, ”triangles”,
”stars”, or ”sevens”.
33
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Colors in SimSmith are constructed using the RGBA() function call. The values
for the various colors are specified and have a value between 0 (no color) and
1 (full on). Black would be RGBA(0,0,0,1) and white would be RGBA(1,1,1,1).
The ‘A’ parameter is the opacity of the color and is generally set to 1 to see the
line and 0 for the line to be invisible. Invisible lines are discouraged because
they are invisible to the user but NOT NECESARRILY invisible to SimSmith. It
is possible for a ‘SPLAT’ report to ‘snap to’ an invisible point.

Stroke
The width of the line and an optional dash specification is also possible.
Generally, this would not be used with a line type but mutual exclusion is not
enforced.
Plot(RGBA(0,0,0,1),Stroke(5,10,10),"lost",LC1.P-L.P,"watts","y2");
yields a wide line (5 pixels) with 10 pixels on followed by 10 pixels off:
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Plotting on the Smith Chart.
Unsurprisingly, the ‘Smith()’ function plots things on the Smith chart.
Generally, only impedances should be plotted on the Smith chart and so the
signal is ASSUMED to be an impedance. Here’s an example:
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The usual pen modifiers can be used. There is no option to provide units or
use a different ‘axis’.

Multidimensional Plotting
When a sweep includes two dimensions, SimSmith will draw a grid. For
example:

The line type can be used to modify the above. Note the Smith() plot
command below.
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The other option would be “lines”:
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The order of sweep parameters affects the line. Here is the order of the sweep
variables reversed:

For higher dimensions, SimSmith will generally just plot dots. However, there
are times when a “grid” line may improve visualization. It is rarely used and
so not demonstrated here.

Wave
Use of SimSmith to examine waveforms is discussed in its own chapter
(SimSmith in the Time Domain) but will be touched on here. The ‘Wave’
command will draw TWO cycles of the waveform on the Square chart. For
example:
Wave(LC1.V);
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Any number of waveforms can be requested and are usually voltages and
currents but this requirement is NOT enforced. Most often, voltages will be
plotted on one axis and currents on another:
Wave(L1.V,"V","y1");
Wave(L1.I,"I","y2");
For the following circuit:
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NOTE: the wave display shares the square chart BUT the horizontal axis label
has nothing to do with the wave. This can be confusing.
It is not presently possible to attach markers to waveform displays. However,
clicking on a waveform display does supply a report much like a ‘splat’ report.
For waveforms, the report includes the value of the trace where selected, the
angle in degrees at the given frequency and the relative time. For example:
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Writing Data to a File
You can write data using commands in the ‘Plt’ dialog under the generator.
The write expression requires a format specification. The formatter is taken
directly from java so any numeric format from java may be used. The most
commonly used is probably ‘g’. (Note that providing arguments without a
format specification results in the argument being ignored.)
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write “%12g %12g”, Real(G.Zin), Imag(G.Zin);
In this example, the Real and Imaginary part of the impedance seen by the
generator will be written. The format will be ‘g’ which means ‘fixed point if
reasonable, scientific if necessary’. The 12 means the field should be 12
characters wide. In java, the width is a minimum and java feels free to use
more characters if necessary.
NOTE: the commas in the above (and subsequent) writes are not actually
required. They are allowed to provide a ‘disambiguation’ of the syntax. The
following would be confusing to the syntax parser:
write “%”+size-2+”g” value;

// dynamic format string.

Anyway to continue, beginning of the resulting file will look like this:
# MHz
1.00000
2.00000
3.00000
4.00000
5.00000
6.00000
7.00000
8.00000
9.00000

Real(G.Zin)
0.529784
2.12781
4.96786
9.31643
15.4458
23.4026
32.5887
41.3986
47.6058

Imag(G.Zin)
4.99460
9.96282
14.8191
19.3180
22.9321
24.7474
23.5647
18.5044
9.98847

You can specify that commas be used to separate columns by using them
yourself. For example:

write ",%12g ,%12g", Real(G.Zin), Imag(G.Zin);
which results in a file like:

#
1.00000,
2.00000,
ae6ty
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14.8191
19.3180
22.9321
24.7474
23.5647
18.5044
9.98847

The format can be interspersed with the arguments if that makes things easier
to understand. There can be multiple write statements as well.

//Plots
write ",%12g ,%12g", Real(G.Zin), Imag(G.Zin);
write ",%12g", $L.P;
The above yields a file like:
# MHz
Real(G.Zin) Imag(G.Zin)
$L.P
1.00000,
0.529784, 4.99460, 0.000782767
2.00000,
2.12781, 9.96282, 0.00294786
3.00000,
4.96786, 14.8191, 0.00602974
4.00000,
9.31643, 19.3180, 0.00945580
5.00000,
15.4458, 22.9321, 0.0127170
6.00000,
23.4026, 24.7474, 0.0154672
7.00000,
32.5887, 23.5647, 0.0175410
8.00000,
41.3986, 18.5044, 0.0189165
9.00000,
47.6058, 9.98847, 0.0196627

There are times when one might like to control the legend or put a line at the
beginning of the file. To do this you can use the ‘legend’ command. The
legend command takes any number of arguments and prints each argument
on a separate line. It also requires a filename. By using multiple legend and
write commands you can write multiple files:

legend "R.dat"," MHz
ft
R";
write ",%12g ,%12g", Real(G.Zin), Imag(G.Zin);
legend "I.dat"," MHz
ft
I";
write ",%12g", $L.P
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which puts out two files called “R.dat” and “I.dat”. Here is the start of the R.dat
file.
MHz
1.00000,
2.00000,
3.00000,
4.00000,
5.00000,
6.00000,
7.00000,

ft

R
0.529784,
2.12781,
4.96786,
9.31643,
15.4458,
23.4026,
32.5887,

4.99460
9.96282
14.8191
19.3180
22.9321
24.7474
23.5647

The format of the legend is completely under user control. There is no help
with naming the axes or spacing the column titles.
CAVEAT:
The java formatter is very powerful but has limitations. It simply does not
allow you to ensure that, under all circumstances, a field will absolutely be ‘N’
characters wide. (For those of us who remember Fortran, we just don’t get
why. ) But, there simply isn’t enough return on ‘enhancing’ the default
formatter routine(s). Most software now-a-days is variable field width
capable. The results may not be pretty, but they are almost always usable by
other software.
Here’s a pointer to the java formatter documentation. Remember that only
numbers are supported by SimSmith.
http://docs.oracle.com/javase/7/docs/api/java/util/Formatter.html
Bottom line, you probably won’t get perfectly formatted output bit it almost
certainly will be usable by whatever analysis or graphing software you might
want to use.
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N and RUSE Blocks
The N and RUSE blocks are the direct decedents of the F block; they represent
methods by which to escape the restrictions of ladder circuits.

N is for Netlist
The N block is actually a text dialog. The text entered is an old fashioned
netlist and the syntax was taken more or less directly from Spice. Remember
that diplexer ‘down’ arm? Drawn as a schematic the circuit might appear as:

The circuit in which this leg might be used would look like this:
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At the design frequency, all the power is delivered to the Load. At frequencies
well away from the design frequency, all the power should be consumed by
the N block. Here is what the N block source looks like:

and here is what the resulting Smith and square chart look like:
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Notice how the impedance seen by the generator does not change across the
frequency range; at least not much at the scale chosen by the Smith chart.
However, the square chart shows two important traces. The light blue trace
shows the power delivered to the load that peaks, of course, at the operating
frequency. The dark blue trace shows the SWR in high magnification. Notice
that it goes up near the operating frequency. This is because the series L and
C in the main circuit have finite Q and therefore losses.
The N block represents a significant departure for SimSmith. It not only
required the user to learn an archaic file format (simple Spice) but it ALSO
required the user to understand the limitations of the analysis techniques.
For example, direct connection between the two ports was disallowed
because the analysis blew up. The good news was, nearly any circuit could be
analyzed.
The N block is not used much any more. Its exact syntax is described in a
separate document “N Block Syntax” available in the Help menu.

Modified Nodal Analysis (from 10000 feet)
Strictly speaking, the above circuit could be analyzed using just the two
impedance rules discussed in the beginning. However, to analyze an arbitrary
circuit requires a new technique. In essence, SimSmith needed to read the N
block netlist and write a set of equations. Each equation specified the
currents entering or leaving each electrical node. These equations would then
be used to populate a matrix and the matrix would ‘inverted’ to determine the
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voltages on the nodes. This technique is called “Modified Nodal Analysis”.34
From the voltages, SimSmith could then determine the currents passing
through the various components and create an ABCD matrix.
Modified Nodal Analysis is mentioned here for two reasons. First, the original
implementation was comprehensive but slow. It supported the usual
components, resistors, capacitors, inductors, coupled inductors, AND a slew of
‘controlled Sources’ like voltage sources and ‘voltage controlled current
sources’… lots of stuff. It was slow because, well, it was quickly put together.
The second reason MNA is mentioned here is that in 2015 the N block was
starting to become a bottleneck bigger circuits were being designed.35 In
2017, the MNA subsystem was completely rewritten. Attention was paid to
‘what was actually used’ and the matrix ‘inversion’ was sped up considerably.
Matrix size reduction techniques were instituted. The result was a substantial
improvement in N block performance.

Coupling Coeffecients
In Modified Nodal Analysis, transformers are created by ‘coupling’ inductors.
Any number of inductors may be coupled. Most often, only two inductors are
coupled. In this case, there would be one coupling coefficient. To express the
coupling, the user would type:
Kn La Lb k;

//couple La and Lb with factor k.

Any number of transformers may be created and the ‘n’ above would simply
be increased: K0, K1, etc. There is no magic to their names but they must start
with K and be unique.
When N inductors are coupled SimSmith allows either 1 coupling coefficient
for all inductor pairs:
K0

La Lb Lc k;

It is ‘modifled’ because some equations will not be ‘current’ equations. For example, the
coupling coefficients between inductors are voltage equations BUT they are just dumped
into the matrix and treated like any other equation.
35 Well, not the N block but the RUSE block that comes next. Either way, MNA is used to
analyze the circuit.
34
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Or a complete set of coefficients:
K0

La Lb Lc Kab Kac Kbc;

Or even
K0 La Lb Lc Ld Kab Kac Kad Kbc Kbd Kcd;
SimSmith checks that the resulting matrix is realizable. Specifically, it makes
sure the coupling matrix does not result in gain.
Well, once people started using the N block they started sending me “why
doesn’t this work”. To figure it out, I usually had to convert the netlist back to
a two dimensional schematic and I made mistakes doing so. This made me do
something I swore I’d never do: write a schematic editor.

The REALLY UGLY Schematic Editor
The name was originally inspired by the homebrew electronics community,
some of whom use a construction technique called ‘Ugly’ because, well, it is.
In this construction technique the components are just wired in whatever way
seems fit. It is actually a three dimensional mess BUT it has one redeeming
value: the name set expectations. No one looking at an ‘ugly’ circuit expected
it to be a work of art.
The reason I had sworn I would never write a schematic editor is that I was
one of those engineers who thought of schematics as works of art. The art, of
course, comes from the placement of components AND wires. The placement
of wires is a mess to program… I had done it years ago. I just didn’t want to
get into it. But… there I was.
So the first attempt really lived up to expectations. The components were
placed manually and the wiring routing was automatically generated and was
the traditional ‘Rats Nest’. It lived up to its name. I couldn’t stand it. So I
wrote a few other ‘automatic’ wiring routines. It has stabilized in over the
years and the editor STILL draws the wires as it sees fit. The user can move
components, but the wiring is automatic. It remains ugly, but not so ugly that
it is annoying.
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An ‘Ugly’ schematic was actually shown above and is shown again here:

The components were hand placed. The wire ‘arcs’ are drawn automatically.
The “RUSE” schematic editor is literally a front end to the N block. The user
draws a schematic and SimSmith generates a Spice like netlist and then
processes the netlist with the same subroutines the N block uses. So the RUSE
editor is really just a front end. Layers upon layers….

Starting a New Schematic
A RUSE block is added to the circuit the same way as any other circuit
element. Once there, the RUSE editor is invoked by clicking on the button
under the element. A brand new schematic will look like this:
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The schematic dialog is divided into three regions: a menu of circuit elements
on the left, the schematic itself in the middle, and the familiar text dialog on
the right. If the function of the circuit is known, now is a good time to replace
the ‘name’ in the text block. The button will be labeled with whatever text is
on the first line of the test dialog.

Screen Management
The schematic can be resized using the native window resizing and location
services. The text dialog region can be resized by click&dragging the little
circle in the upper left had side of the text dialog… much like resizing the
regions in the main screen. The text dialog is always anchored to the lower,
right hand corner of the schematic dialog.
Zooming works the same as for the Smith chart… the wheel or arrows are
used to zoom in and out. The zoom takes place around the mouse pointer
location. Panning is not supported BUT elements of the circuit (including ‘all’)
can be selected for movement. This is discussed later.
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Adding Components
Components are added to the circuit using the familiar ‘click&drag’ from the
element menu. Here are some components placed:

Components can be moved using click&drag. Components can be deleted by
dragging them to the trashcan, typing control-d while the mouse is pointed at
the center, or by doing a ‘control-click’ on the device. (Holding the control key
while clicking on the center). Here, each element was selected and a control-r
was typed so as to rotate them.

Notice that there are errors (the error frame has appeared) and the inductor
is red; this indicates there is a problem with the inductor. Making the
schematic bigger makes the error readable:
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The error is that MNA has failed to invert the matrix. This is because there are
floating electrical nodes. Things have to be wired up.

Wiring
Wiring can be started in several ways. By clicking on a component pin the
network of connections can be expanded. Here the pin on P1 has been clicked
and a wiring sprite has appeared:
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The wiring sprite follows the mouse pointer… the mouse button is NOT being
held down. Pins are added to the network by clicking on them. Here the L1
and C1 pins 1 (designated with the dot) have been added.
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The adding of pins to the network can be stopped by clicking on a pin already
on the network, by clicking on the schematic well away from any pin, or by
hitting the space bar. Finished wiring:

Notice that the error frame is empty and nothing is red... things are OK. The
‘clear errors’ button can be used to dismiss the error frame.
The window has been resized to show more of the screen. The circuit was
zoomed out to make it fit in the space provided…
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The main circuit now looks like this:

Remember that the wires on a RUSE schematic are automatically drawn by
SimSmith. There is no way, other than moving components, to get SimSmith
to do differently… except…. Use naming labels.
In the above schematic there is an arrow which points to “gnd”. This arrow is
actually a label component and the text can be modified. Thus, the above
circuit could be redrawn as:
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Unlike the usual schematic capture approach, SimSmith allows multiple labels
on a network.

Grouping
Components can be grouped and moved, copied, or deleted as a group. A
group is created by pushing the mouse button down and dragging a box
around the components of interest:
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Once the group has been created, it can be copied (control-c), cut (control-x),
deleted (control-d). When copied, cut a copy will be placed on the clip board.
A paste (control-v) can be used to duplicate the group.
The clipboard is a private clipboard for RUSE editing. This means a group may
be copied in one RUSE block and pasted into a different RUSE block. Again,
this is a PRIVATE clipboard accessible only from RUSE blocks.

Adding Parameters and Assigning Values
When a component is place in the schematic the component value is a dash.
When the component value is a dash, SimSmith creates a parameter and
places it on the main circuit element. These can be seen in the circuit above
with the names “C1_”, “L1_”, and “R1_”.
The parameter names can be changed by simply replacing the dashes. Here:
“R1_” has been replaced by “Rval”.
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Parameter values can be provided in a variety of ways. They may be supplied
as shown above, using the main circuit element. They may also be assigned in
the text dialog. For example:
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They may even simply reference other parameters in other circuit elements.
Here circuit has been expanded to be a full diplexer and the values of C1 and
L1 have been set using references to the series inductor and capacitor:
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Notice that the parameters L1_ and C1_ have been removed from the main
circuit element “A”. Of course, the “Rval” could also be removed by replacing
it with “L.ohms” but we won’t do that now. Instead, we will see how a local
variable (starting with “$”) can be used to remove the Rval parameter but still
do the assignment in the text block:
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It is possible to add parameters and control their order using the text dialog,
just as is the case with any text dialog. Here, parameters ‘foo’, ‘bar’, and ‘dog’
have been added and their order controlled as elsewhere:
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Just to be sure it is all working correctly, here is the square chart shown in
previous chapters:
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Multi Element Parameters
Nearly all components can actually have more than 1 parameter associated
with them. For example, here is a transmission line and a capacitor with a
given Q at a given frequency.

Transmission lines can take many arguments and can take three formats as
shown:
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The three transmission lines are effectively the same as seen in the wave
display:

The three forms are called the ‘Simplified’, the ‘K0,K1,K2’, and a ‘database’.
When using the ‘Simplified’ format, everything after the length is optional.
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There is no way to ‘skip’ a parameter. If you want to specify VF you have to
specify Zo.
Close examination will reveal that the relative order of Zo and VF differ
between the ‘Simplified’ and the ‘K0,K1,K2’ functions. This is an unfortunate
carryover from early code. Fortunately, the ‘K0,K1,K2’ is rarely used in RUSE
blocks.
When the Preferences/units parameter is not ‘ft’ then transmission line length
units must be provided. Failure to provide units results in the error:
Must have length units when preferences units aren't 'ft'.
Here are several examples:

Drag Tuning
Parameters of RUSE, N, Daemon, and F blocks can be dragged tuned. To
specify which parameters can be adjusted during drag tuning, add a statement
at the beginning of the block of the form:
DragTune <params>; //comma separated list of tunable params.
For example:
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DragTune a,b,c;

Coupling Coefficients
Inductors are coupled in RUSE blocks using the same mechanism as for N
blocks:

A Concise List of Keyboard Commands
Most commands operate on the item being moved or on the item closest to the
cursor. If an item is being moved then it follows the mouse pointer. If no item
is being moved then a small icon will follow the mouse. This icon will snap to
the closest component body or pin. If the icon is a crosshairs then either there
is ‘nothing close’ or it has snapped to a component body. If the crosshairs has
a circle around it, it has snapped to a component pin.
During wiring the icon following the mouse will be a crosshairs with a circuit
but now it will be in bold.
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The following are the keyboard commands.
’r’
^d
‘d’
^c
^x
^v
‘v’
‘w’
^z
^y

rotate the component pointed to by the mouse.
delete the component closest to the cursor. If in wiring
mode, deletes all wire segments going to the cursor.
Same as right click during wiring.
detach the wire from the pin. Same as right click on the pin.
copy the component closest to the cursor and put it on
the paste stack.
cut the component closest to the cursor and put it on
the paste stack.
paste a copy of the top of the stack to the circuit.
Subsequent clicks will paste lower items on the stack.
place a copy of the item being placed and keep the item
floating. Useful for adding several of a single item such
as adding multiple ground labels.]
enter wire mode. Same as clicking on a pin.
undo previous work.
redo previous work.

I recognize that these are all left hand keys. I apologize to the left handed
users; no ‘left handed’ keyboard mappings are provided.

Plotting Menu
When a circuit element is ‘right clicked’, a selection menu will pop up. These
are items that can be plotted as indicated. As an example:
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Plotting of values inside the RUSE block can also be done using the G.Plt
functions described earlier. The only ‘difficult’ thing is knowing the names of
things; specifically, the names of the components. Fortunately, with the
rewrite of the Expression evaluation software, the naming conventions make
this relative easy.
The easiest way to explain this is through example. Suppose one would like to
plot the power being consumed by the above inductor. In the G.Plt one could
write:
Power(A.L1.p);
Which is to say, in the circuit element A there is an inductor L1…
A few things to notice:
As can be seen above there are four items selected: the voltage and current of
the inductor are displayed on the square chart using y1 and y1 axes labeled V
and I respectively. The Z (looking into pin 1) of the inductor is plotted on the
SWR chart. Also, look closely at the small Smith chart; the Z is also plotted on
the Smith chart.
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The results of Modified Nodal Analysis are actually ambiguous. This is
because MNA actually computes relative voltages. To compute ‘absolute’
voltages, MNA must choose some potential to be ‘0’. When doing the analysis,
SimSmith will use the electrical node named ‘gnd’ as the ‘0’ potential and all
voltages will be computed relative there-to. If there is no ‘gnd’ node,
SimSmith will assign the ‘0’ potential to the electrical node on the bottom of
‘P2’.
The list of plot items evolves over time.

Things to Know or Remember
Please see the videos on Larry Benko’s (W0QE) channel for an understanding
on how things can be made to work. There are also videos on my channel.
RUSE does a few things automatically. For example, it assigns component
names. You can edit them if you like BUT if you do, RUSE insists they have the
appropriate prefix. Thus, a transmission line MUST start ‘trans’ or ‘T’, an S
block with ‘sprm’ or ‘S’, an inductor with ‘L’, etc. If SimSmith doesn’t like what
you’ve done it will leave the name pink. You can force it to do bad things by
aborting the editing but you’ll get warnings from the Expression parsing
subsystem.
To stop entering text and return to basic mode, just click on the schematic.
The text block is passed directly to the N block expression parser. Thus, if
there is something in the N block you’d like to use in the RUSE block, you can
simply type it in. The most common example is the coupling coefficients
between inductors.
RUSE is definitely a work in progress BUT… I hope not to spend too much
more time on it. It works to describe simple circuits in a graphical form but
simply won’t scale to large circuits… Minor changes to basic operation should
be expected. I’ll try to make it evident when I make changes using the splash
and release notes.
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SimSmith in the Time Domain
SimSmith can be used to analyze circuits in much the same way as Spice
GIVEN: the analysis is for ‘linear’, ‘time invariant’, ‘steady state’ purposes.
Basically, SimSmith doesn’t deal with transient conditions or non-linear
devices.

As a Scope
In the beginning, the idea was to provide a view into the voltages and currents
at various points in the circuit. The workhorse for doing so was the ‘Wave()’
plotting function. This allowed the user to see the relative phases and
amplitudes though-out the circuit.
Because SimSmith analyzes only steady state conditions, there is little need to
see more than 1 cycle of the signal. It turns out, seeing TWO cycles makes
visual comparisons much easer. So, SimSmith shows two cycles of the
waveform. A simple example was shown earlier and is repeated here:

At this point I was pretty happy but, of course, that rarely lasts in SimSmith.
The next question I asked was, ‘what if the input isn’t a simple sine wave?
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Drive Waveform Harmonics
The answer was simple; there should be a way to specify the harmonics of the
generator waveform. Given the ability to control amplitude and phase of each
of the harmonics, one could construct and view any arbitrary periodic
excitation waveform.
The generator waveform can be specified in the G.V dialog using the
Harmonics function. Here is an example of a Harmonics specification for the
first 7 harmonics of a square wave:

The ‘0’th harmonic (DC) above is zero and is assumed to be zero. The rest of
the harmonics can be any value and can even be complex so that phase can be
expressed.
This example is a wonderful illustration of the effect of the choice of
generator. Above is a ‘useZo’. Below is a ‘fixedV’:
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This is one place where SimSmith and Spice diverge in technique. In Spice, the
input waveform is created using voltage generators and the resulting
waveform is dropped into Modified Nodal Analysis utilizing its transient
analysis technique. SimSmith does not have a transient capability and so it
takes a different approach.
To analyze the harmonics SimSmith performs a simulation for each harmonic
INDEPENDENTLY of the other harmonics and with a fixed amplitude. Having
performed these simulations, SimSmith then scales the results for each
harmonic and adds them together. To sum up, Spice adds the input
waveforms and does one transient simulation while SimSmith does several
steady state simulations. Thus, using simple AC simulations, SimSmith can
evaluate any generator waveform without the need for transient circuit
analysis.36

Side Effects
The introduction of harmonics does NOT affect the reports under each circuit
element; they remain the results of a single frequency analysis. Plotting, on
the other hand, is affected.
Analyzing a steady state circuit is much faster than analyzing a transient. Still, when
using harmonics, SimSmith must evaluate each harmonic separately. Simulation speed is
reduced for each harmonic being specified.
36
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RMS()
As a result of ‘Harmonics’, the simple ‘Plot()’ function can run into trouble.
‘Plot()’ is similar to the circuit report; it works only on the single frequency of
interest. When harmonics are involved, the user is usually interested in the
RMS() value of a signal. One of the interesting characteristics of RMS is that
the phases of the harmonics don’t matter.
Below is a simple experiment. It defines a generator voltage as the sum of the
fundamental and a second harmonic. The amplitude of the second harmonic
is given with the parameter ‘a’ and the angle of the harmonic is given by the
parameter b. As b is changed, the RMS voltage does not. As ‘a’ is changed, the
RMS voltage DOES change.

The readers are encouraged to try this experiment themselves.

Peak()
As demonstrated with the above experiment, the RMS voltage is not affected
by the relative phases of signals. However, the PEAK voltage definitely is.
Consider the following to waveforms. The only difference is the relative
phase:
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Clearly, the peak voltage is higher on the right. SimSmith can calculate the
Peak voltage and plot it using the Peak() command: Here are the same charts
with ‘Peak()’ used to plot the peak voltage.

The above graph may look like Peak is a waveform but that is only because the
above circuit used a ‘fixedV’. If the generator voltage changes with frequency,
the Peak() will be computed for each frequency:
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Again, the reader is encouraged to implement the circuit above and play with
the relative phase of the second harmonic.

Power()
Harmonics also required that ‘Power’ be computed somewhat differently. The
details aren’t presented here but the bottom line is that when plotting power,
it is best to use ‘Power(L.P)’ instead of just ‘Plot(L.P)’.
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Expression Evaluation
SimSmith contains a comprehensive expression evaluation subsystem. The
expression evaluation works in close conjunction with all text dialogs. It
supplies essentially all typical arithmetic and logical operations including the
“?:” construct available in C (and other languages). The Java operator
precedence is followed.
SimSmith does all numeric calculations using Complex numbers. All numbers
are maintained in IEEE 754 “double’ precision.37 The imaginary part is
signified by the letter ‘j’. A very extensive set of trigonometric, hyperbolic, and
logarithmic functions are built in. A complete list of functions available is
listed in the Programming Manual. Most have fairly intuitive meaning. A few
examples are:
Real(x)
Imag(x)
Sin(x)
Abs(x)
Mag(x)

// real part of complex number x.
// imaginary part
// sin….
// absolute value of real part + j absolute of imag.
// manitude of complex variable x.

etc.
The vast majority of expressions in SimSmith are written to perform basic
automation tasks; things like setting component parameter values. This
seemingly simple need spawned a complete programming environment. This
subsystem is so large that an independent ‘Programming Manual’ is required.
However, a few notes are appropriate here.

Variables and Parameters
When SimSmith inspects an expression it often comes across identifiers that
have not yet been defined. If the identifier starts with a ‘$’, the identifier is
considered a temporary. If the variable has not been initialized, it will have
the value ‘null’.
Even when dealing with ‘Integers’, SimSmith still uses Complex numbers and just uses
the ‘whole’ part. Thus, integers are really about 48 bits wide instead of 32 or 64 as might
otherwise be expected.
37
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Adding a Parameter to the circuit Element.
If the identifier does not start with a ‘$’, SimSmith will create a parameter and
add it to the circuit element associated with the dialog. This has been shown
several times above. What has not been mentioned is when these parameters
are removed from the circuit element.

Parameter Persistence
Once added to the circuit element, the parameter will persist so long as it is
being referenced. During editing, the parameter will seem to appear and
disappear as syntax errors or spelling changes occur. If the parameter has
been assigned a value, that value will be maintained even when the parameter
disappears for a long time.
I tell you this because it occasionally happens that a parameter is introduced
which seems to have been assigned a value from out of the blue. This is not
what happened… what happened is that that parameter was used some time
in the past and the value has been restored along with the parameter itself.

Added Parameter Order
The user controls the order of the parameters added to the circuit element.
Essentially, they will be ‘in the order encountered’. It is usually the case that
this natural order is inconvenient from the user’s perspective. The specific
order of parameter display can be guided through a simple mechanism…
simply ensure SimSmith encounters the parameters in the desired order. The
easiest way to do this is to list all the parameters at the start of the dialog:
a;b;max;
// force order of encounter.
max = (a > b) ? a : b;
If the first line were not present, the order would be different.
NOTE: SimSmith occasionally doesn’t get the order right. It is a work in
progress…

Assignment operators:
The most common expressions evaluated in SimSmith are the Generator
functions described in the “Generator Models” section. After that come
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assignments. Way down the list are things like local variables. Each of these
will be touched on now.
The most commonly used assignment operator is the ‘=’. In programming
parlance, and assignment computes a value ‘on the right side’ of the ‘=’
operator. This is called the ‘rval’. It then stores the computed value in the
location specified on the left hand side of the ‘=’ sign… called the lval. All
‘lval’s are legal ‘rval’s but the reverse is not true; you can’t say 5 = 23;
Numbers are legal rvals but not lvals. So, the general form is:
lval = rval;
Programmers are a lazy bunch. Well, perhaps not ‘lazy’, maybe they just see a
need to be concise. In general purpose programming it is common to write
something like:
lval = lval + 1;
This happens so often that a short form for many operators is provided. If the
general form is:
lval = lval <op> rval;
then there is a special kind of assignment operator that reduces the typing an
potential for mistyping. It is of the form:
lval <op>= rval;
So
lval = lval + 1;
is the same as
lval += 1;
Well, not being content with that success (and for other reasons) an even
shorter form is available when the operation is +1 or -1. These are called the
‘increment’ operators. To add 1 to an lval one can write:
++lval;
Subtract 1…
--lval;
It is possible to confuse oneself (and others) by using these constructs too
liberally. For example, the following is a perfectly valid expression…
dcl ary {1,2,3,4};
$i = 1;
ary[++$i] = ($i += 5) + --$i + $i;
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In general, it is best to use the <op>= operators more or less in isolation so
that their meaning is not obscured.

Arithmetic Operations: Computing ‘rval’s.
SimSmith provides essentially all the normal operations found in C or Java.
They are listed here for completeness. A few ‘extra’ operators are introduced.
They are the ‘|||’ operator for ‘impedances in parallel’, the ‘^^’ operator for
bitwise exclusive or, ‘**’ for ‘to the power of’, and “/_” for ‘rotate’ by degrees.
A partial list is shown below. The definitive list is maintained in the Anvil
Programming Guide.
()
. [] f()
++ -++ -!~-+j

Parenthesis for grouping.
member select, array select, function call.
pre increment or pre decrement the variable.
post increment or post decrement the variable.
unary operators, logical not, bitwise complement,
negate and ‘multiply by j’
/_
binary operator, rotate complex number by degrees.
**
binary operator, raised to the power
^
binary operator, raised to the power
*%/
binary operator, times, modulus, divide
|||
binary operator, parallel impedance
+binary operator, add or subtract
+
binary operator for strings… concatenate.
<< >> >>> binary operator, shift left, shift right, shift right unsigned
< <= >= > binary operator, compare. Results in 1 if true or 0 if false.
!=
binary operator, not equal. Results in 1 if true or 0 if false.
==
binary operator…..
^^
binary operator, bitwise integer exclusive or.
|
binary operator, bitwise integer or.
&
binary operator, bitwise integer and.
&&
binary operator, logical and. Returns 1 if both operands
are nonzero. Won’t evaluate second if first is zero.
||
binary operator, logical or, Returns 1 if one operand is
nonzero. Won’t evaluate second if first is nonzero.
?:
trinary operator. If first is non-zero, evaluate second as
value expression. Otherwise, evaluate third as value.
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SimSmith Derived Signal Naming Convention
SimSmith attempts to be consistent about how derived signals are named.
The following is generally true:
V : a voltage relative to some ‘ground’ somewhere.
v : a voltage across a component.
I : the current entering ‘from the right’ and ‘going left’.
i : the current passing through a component.
Z : the impedance looking toward a node relative to ground.
z : the impedance of the component.
P : power entering the component.
p : power lost in the component.
LOC: the text name of the component.
In the top-level circuit the following are also available and listed without
further explanation here:
revV, revI, revZ, revP
invV, invI, invZ, invP
Within RUSE and N blocks, other names may be available such as:
pin1: the voltage relative to ground on pin1.
pin2: the voltage relative to ground on pin2.
val : the value of the component.
swr: the SWR looking into the component.
Other names are introduced more or less unannounced with various releases.
This can cause backward compatibility problems and I apologize in advance.

Basic Use
With the above information one can perform a great deal of useful work.
Suppose one would like to compute the value of parameter based on some
value already computed. Below is a T network. Here, the second inductor
needs to be adjusted so that the resulting impedance is purely real. The
circuit might be:
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The D block (discussed at length next) is used to automate things. Here, the D
block will be used to adjust the L2.H parameter so as to cancel out the
reactance at that point. The whole window would be:

Thus, an expression automates part of the circuit design process; the user
doesn’t need to do every adjustment of parameters. In this case, the user need
only adjust the first inductor and capacitor to do the match. The D block
adjusts the second inductor value.
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Evaluation Order
To get the most out of SimSmith, and to keep from being confused, it can be
important to understand how SimSmith evaluates the circuit. SimSmith
evaluates the circuit starting at the load (well, before the load if there is a D
block there, but more on that later). It progresses load toward generator,
examining and evaluating each circuit element in succession.
Thus, a D block (or F or any other) will be evaluated IN that order. This means
that one must be careful when making an assignment too early or too late in
the sequence. Consider the D block above. If the D block were placed BEFORE
the capacitor C1, the impedance coming out of C1 would not be computed
before the D block looked at it. That could cause problems.
Alternatively, suppose the D block tried to assign a value to a parameter of
capacitor C1. Then, the capacitor would already have been evaluated before
the parameter value was set… again there could be a problem.
Most of these ‘order’ things can be eliminated with simple consideration of the
order in which things are evaluated… which is why I mention it here. When
that isn’t possible, one can make it ‘good enough’ by simply making sure that
successive values of parameters don’t change too fast. Many times, simply
increasing the number of points in a sweep will minimize the effect of this ‘out
of order’ evaluation.
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Daemon Block
The Daemon block is a direct descendent of the F block. It has several
advantages. First, the Daemon block does not affect the impedance passing
through it. Thus, no ABCD network need be computed and things run faster.
The second advantage is that the D block needs no report of R,X,Power,V….
So, there is more room for parameters under it.
The third advantage is that because it cannot affect the impedance passing
through it, it can be place BEFORE the ‘L’ block. This allows a master D block
to set up any circuit parameter before the impedance calculation begins.

Conditional Expressions
Expressions are good, conditional expressions can be much better. SimSmith
provides two forms of conditional expressions: the if/then/else and the “?:”.
The if/then/else construct is probably very familiar to anyone who has
programmed anything. A simple example might be:
if (a > b) max = a; else max = b;
Yes, yes, there is a ‘Max(a,b)’ function but, hey, it is an example!
The above can also be expressed using the “?:” construct:
max = (a > b) ? a : b;
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Baby Step: Compound Statements
A compound statement is one where more than one expression needs to be
executed. In SimSmith (and C and Java and others) a compound statement is
written bracketed with “{}”. The following is pretty self-explanatory:
if (a > b) {
max = a;
$remember = “a was bigger”;
}
else {
max = b;
$remember = “b was bigger”;
}
SimSmith has its roots in C and Java and my own personal habits. As a result,
whitespace is essentially ignored. Thus, where the “{“ goes just doesn’t matter
to SimSmith. Multiple statements per line are fine as the ‘;’ is used to delineate
expressions.

Comments
SimSmith provides two forms of comments, both of which are stolen from C
and/or Java (at least). The first is ‘ignore the rest of the line’ and looks like
this:
$a = “string”;

// this is ignored.

The second is more flexible and can cover parts of lines or multiple lines.
These comments start with /* and end with */. Unlike C and Java, SimSmith
allows the nesting of these comments.
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The two forms interact in a very useful way. There are times when it is
convenient to ‘comment out’ a large number of lines and then ‘uncomment’
them out. Consider the following construct:
/*
a=b;
c = d;
e = f;
//*/
As written, the starting /* starts a comment. SimSmith starts scanning for a
following (matching) */ and finds it after the “//” at the bottom. Thus, “//”
doesn’t ALWAYS mean ‘ignore rest of line’. It means ‘ignore rest of line except
when looking for ‘*/’. To enable the execution of the block, one can simply put
a “/” before the opening “/*” as:
//*
a=b;
c = d;
e = f;
//*/
In this way, a single character can tell SimSmith to ignore large pieces of text
with a single keystroke.38 Remember how I said programmers are lazy
(efficient)?

Simple Debug Technique
It is expected that the Daemon block programs will tend to get large and that
means complicated and that can be a problem. SimSmith supports several
debugging techniques that are described in detail in the Programming Manual.
One simple technique deserves mention here.
In the section on “Text Dialogs”, the ‘print’ function was introduced. The
Daemon block supports all the output techniques described in that section.
What wasn’t mentioned there is an even easier technique.

I ran across this trick just a few years ago. I thought, “Someone was thinking”. I’ve been
writing C for nearly 50 years and never saw this!
38
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When debugging, it can be inconvenient to have to use the print function call.
Consider the following snippet:
$a = L.ohms + j L.johms;
println($a);
When debugging, the need to type ‘println’ all the time is a pain. SimSmith
provides an easier way. An isolated ‘?’ in SimSmith is taken to mean print the
result of the fore-going expression. Thus, the above can be written as:
$a = L.ohms + j L.johms;?
// prints out the result.
The ‘?’ is a complete expression all by itself. This means that it must follow a
complete expression and that means it usually follows a ‘;’. But the following
won’t work because the ‘else’ needs to follow the “min = a;” expression… and
the ‘?’ gets in the way.
if (a<b) min = a;? else min = b;
Rather, one would have to write:
if (a<b) {min = a;?} else min = b;
Or… one could write:
{if (a<b) min = a; else min = b;}?
One can, of course, have many ‘?’s in the program IF the output can be
deciphered! This is a pretty simple way to print out debugging information
without a lot of typing… I’m lazy (efficient).
It is expected that most complicated functions written for SimSmith will be in
a Daemon block. It is efficient, flexible, and allows many parameters. To
understand the full power of Daemon blocks specifically and SimSmith
programming in general, please at least scan the Programming Manual.
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All of Circuit Evaluation
If you are interested in writing more sophisticated circuit control or
evaluation techniques it is important to understand how SimSmith does what
it does. Some of this was mentioned above but is repeated here for
completeness.

Single Evaluation
Evaluating the circuit ‘once’ actually has many steps, not all of which are
visible from the programmer’s perspective. Here are all the steps of
evaluation. In reality, only the ‘startOfEval’ and ‘endOfEval’ steps in a single
evaluation are of interest. Other steps may or may not be visible but are
described here to provide context.

startOfEval
During this step the impedance is being computed from load to generator.
This includes any D block which are BEFORE the load. To this end, the ABCD
matrix for each circuit element is computed. Voltages and currents are not yet
computed. Any access to a voltage or current OR impedance not yet computed
is ‘stale’. This means that the value may be completely wrong OR, possibly,
‘close enough’; the difference is a matter of interpretation.

scaleToGeneratorVoltage
Once the impedance has been computed the generator voltage is determined.
During the ‘scaleToGeneratorVoltage’ step, all the voltages and currents in the
circuit are adjust to match voltage of the generator. Expressions are evaluated
during this phase AFTER the voltages and currents have been adjusted.

evalToPropLeft
The ‘reverse’ and ‘inverse’ voltages and currents are computed starting at the
generator and moving toward the load. Expressions are not evaluated during
this phase. Note that this should be called ‘evalPropTowardLoad’…

scaleToLoadVoltage
Having propagated the impedances from the generator to the load, the
voltages and currents of ‘reverse’ and ‘inverse’ are normalized. No
expressions are evaluated in this step.
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endOfEval
During this step, all voltages and currents have been computed. Now is a good
time to set user visible parameters. Print, and errorOut take place at this time.

evalForTracingPath
The ‘path’ for each circuit element is computed. No expressions are evaluated
in this step. This is executed only during the sweep phase of the same name.
If G.MHz has multiple values, this step is executed for each value.

evalForPlot
The G.Plt block is executed.

Sweeping
In reality, SimSmith actually does nearly all of a ‘sweep’ even when no
parameter sweeps have been enabled. Here are the various steps.

Sweep Expressions
The very first step in a sweep is determining the values of the ‘swept
parameters’: those parameters that are listed and enabled. All the values for
each sweep parameter are determined. If a sweep parameter has an
‘expression’, that expression is evaluated at this time. This is an important
point: sweep expressions are evaluated ONCE at the beginning of the sweep,
never during the sweep.
Once all the sweep parameter values have been calculated, SimSmith
determines which points to actually evaluate, pruning points if there are too
many. The pruning process was described above in ‘sweeping’.

startOfSweep
The circuit is evaluated before any swept variables have been assigned. This
phase is always executed even if no parameters have been selected for
sweeping. This phase will be executed once for each ‘Harmonic’. For Anvil
users: the ‘at’ phase will be ‘startOfSweep’.

inSweep
For each combination of swept parameter values:
1) Assign the swept parameter values as appropriate.
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2) evaluate the circuit for each ‘tune frequency’ 39
3) evaluate the circuit for each higher order harmonic
4) evaluate the circuit at the fundamental

endOfSweep
This phase is always executed even if no parameters have been selected for
sweeping. This phase will also be executed once for each ‘Harmonic’. For
Anvil users: the ‘at’ phase will be ‘endOfSweep’.

finalValue
This phase is executed when Smith chart traces are being computed and the
circuit element reports are being generated. This phase will also be executed
once for each ‘Harmonic’.

Special Phases
There are a few ‘special’ cases provided for convenience. These are:

beginning
This is a convenience: “at(beginning)” is literally the same as
“at(startOfSweep,startOfEval)”.

conclusion
This is a convenience: “at(conclusion)” is literally the same as
“at(finalValue,endOfEval)”.

epilog
Once EVERYTHING is done with a sweep, you have one last chance to execute
some code. This code can actually start another sweep. If you call
“UpdateChart(msg)” then a new sweep will begin. Careful…. It can be hard to
stop the cycle!

During this phase, the circuit is evaluated at specific frequencies so that automatic tuning
can take place. The LC matching circuit will specify one frequency each. Other blocks may
request specific frequencies by setting the ‘$EvalFrequencies’ variable. For example:
EvalFrequencies = {5,10}; will cause the circuit to be evaluated at 5 and 10 MHz during this
phase.
39
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CAUTION!
The at operator is aimed directly at the D block. Nothing stops you from
using it anywhere BUT there is potential peril. For example, using an at() in a
voltage generator block or in G.Plt may not work. These blocks are not always
executed during every phase. For example, the G.V block is not executed
during the ‘startOfEval’ phase…
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Backwards Calculations
SimSmith provides two sets of ‘backward’ calculations. These calculations are
often confusing and, honestly, are best understood through exploration. Here
is a short explanation of the intent of (and hopefully correct) calculations.
The only ‘access’ to any of these backward calculations is through a text
dialog; usually just plotting them on the square and/or Smith charts.

Inverse
The term ‘inverse’ comes from the actual calculations being made. As
discussed earlier, the first step in analyzing the circuit is the computation of
the ABCD matrix for each circuit element. This ABCD matrix is then used to
transform the impedance on the ‘load side’ of the element into the impedance
on the ‘generator side’. The ‘inverse’ calculation uses the inverse of the ABCD
matrix; literally ‘abcd^-1’.
The ‘inverse’ calculation produces four values: “invI” for current, “invV” for
voltage, “invP” for power, and “invZ” for impedance. The ‘inverse’ operation
attempts to answer the question, “What does the load impedance need to be
to have the present circuit match G.Zgen?”40 The most common use is to
determine the matching range of a circuit. Consider the basic L circuit below.

40

If there is no ‘G.Zgen’ parameter available, the G.Zo will be substituted.
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Now suppose we want to know how much component variation can change
the match. To determine that the L1.H and C1.F parameters are added to the
to the sweep menu and enabled. Below is an example. The blue grid shows
how the 25 ohms is transformed toward 50 ohms given the variation in
component values:

Here the component variation spreads the 25->50 ohm translation across a
wide range of impedances shown on the chart. Clearly the component
variations are quite large and would need to be reduced to ensure the match
was maintained within the chosen SWR circle.
So far, the problem has been, “Given a starting impedance and some solution
to the match, what does component variation do to the match?” There is an
‘inverse’ question which goes like this, “Which load impedances can I translate
into 50 ohms given the component variations provided?” This question is
answered using the ‘invZ’ calculation. Below is the same circuit with ‘invZ’
plotted as dots on the Smith chart:
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The dots indicate all the load values the given circuit that can be matched to
50 ohms. In a way, it is the ‘valid starting impedance set’ that can be
translated to 50 ohms. This technique is especially useful when determining
the range of component values necessary in a transmatch to achieve the
desired range of matching. Here is an example of a T matching circuit with
component variations. There result is a plot of the loads that can be matched
to 50 ohms by the given circuit:
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The sweep menu specifies the range of component values called. The blue
dots indicate impedances that can be matched to 50 ohms. There are three
interesting observations to be made. First, when dots are close together the
circuit will have several solutions and generally be less peaky. Where the dots
are few and far between the tuning will be narrow and peaky because the
space between dots represents the sensitivity of the transformation to
component value variation.
The second observation is that there are now points OUTSIDE the Smith chart
unit circuit. Many readers will stop short here believing that all points must
be inside the |Gamma| ==1 circle. This is NOT an error. All this means is that
the set of components can be used to match a circuit with a negative load.
There is nothing theoretically wrong with this idea. Consider, a 75 ohm
resister can match a -25 ohm resistor to 50 ohms. For those interested in
passive circuits, these dots are simply outside the field of interest. However,
for amplifier designers, these points are critical to stable operation.
Third and finally, the density of the dots is a good indication of the types of
impedances for which the circuit is well suited. The above T network with the
specified component variation will have good success with relatively high real
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impedances of and positive reactance. It will have somewhat less success
with high real impedances and negative reactance. It will be able to match
most impedances, but they may be peaky or lossy or both.
As discussed above, SimSmith also computes invP. In this computation, invP
is the power delivered to that impedance from the given generator. The
generator type is taken into account. Here is an example where the power
delivered as computed by invP is used to select a color of the dots plotted at
the various frequencies:

The above chart clearly shows that “90% or better” occurs only in a few
regions of blue. Not a very good, wide frequency range product!

Reverse
Reverse answers a different question. Here, given the circuit and generator,
what impedance is seen looking into the circuit from the load’s perspective?
This can be used to ensure that the receiving antenna is seeing a welldesigned impedance.
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In this mode, the impedance of generator is taken into account. Consider this
circuit:

In this example, the LG1 block uses the ‘outputZ(a + j b)’ to explicitly set the
generator drive impedance. This means that ‘R1.revZ’ is equal to 30 – j20.
Proceeding to the left, LC1.revZ will be 55 – j20 (30+25 – j20). To verify the
complete operation, the following circuit implements the above circuit
‘backward’.

The daemon block has the contents which are used to make sure the values
from the left are used exactly for the values on the right.
//R=Lft
C3.F =C1.F;
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L3.H = L1.H;
C2.F = LC1.F;
L2.H = LC1.H;
A graphical comparison can be made using Smith() commands to plot the
reverse impedances and the ‘path’ to draw normal impedances of the circuit
on the right of the isolation block:

Close examination will show that at each color transition of the ‘path’ a small
dot is shown.41
This mode is useful when attempting to fit a doubly terminated filter between
the generator and the node. Usually, both sides of the filter must be matched
Except red to teal. There is no ‘revZ’ for this point since it iburied inside the LC matching
circuit on the left.
41
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to 50 ohms and the revZ value is best used to verify the generator side is well
matched in the passband region.
The computation of revI, revP, and revV require the definition of a drive
function in the L (or LG?) block. The drive for L.revV has to modes of
operation. The default mode has a Vthev of 2 volts and a Zthev of Zo; it is the
same formula as the ‘forXfer’ function in the generator. It is intended to
simplify the calculation of ‘S12’ transfer parameter values. Notice that the
equation is INDEPENDENT of any L parameter values. Said differently, in this
mode, changes in L parameter values have NO EFFECT on L.revV.
The second mode of operation for the value of L.revV is enabled by adding a
string to the ‘preferences/featuresKey’ dialog. If the string
“OneWattIntoLdotZStar” is added to the features, the VThev and Zthev of the
drive of L.revV are computed such that “One watt will be delivered when
L.revZ is equal to the complex conjugate of L.Z”. This operation is much like
(but not exactly like) the ‘useZo’ function of the generator. It is useful when
one wants to compute the power lost along the receive path back toward the
receiver (generator).
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SimSmith Menu
This is quick discussion of the various menu items.

SimSmith
This button brings down a menu with information about SimSmith and how to
contact me. It also gives quick access to the preferences menu.

Files
The files menu includes a variety of services.
‘new circuit’
will reset the circuit and most display options.
‘load circuit’
load a circuit from a file.
‘save circuit’
write the circuit to a file.
‘preferences’
bring up the preferences menu.
‘save circuit and preferences’ save the circuit along with the
preferences. Best for reporting errors.
‘write touchstone .s1p’ writes a touchstone s1p file. This is
a file that records the impedance seen by
the generator.
‘write touchstone s2p’ write a touchstone s2p file. This is a file
that records impedances and voltage
transfer parameters between the generator
and the load IN BOTH DIRECTIONS.
‘write plot results file’ write the file constructed using the
‘legend’ and ‘write’ commands in the plotting
section
‘write preferences’ Write the active preferences to a file. This
file can be used to set preferences upon load
regardless of ‘lastSimSmithCircuit.ssx’ file.
‘standards’
allows the user to provide a set of ‘standard’
values for resistors, capacitors, and inductors.
‘library’
allows the use of a now deprecated element
library facility.
‘save trace’
Saves a selected trace to a file. The trace may be
multidimensional. Color and line type are preserved.
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Adds a trace selected from a file to the square and/or
Smith chart. The trace may one previously saved OR
any load file format understood by SimSmith.

saveImages
Allows the writing of files (.png). Various pieces of the screen can be selected.

captureImages
Essentially the same set of options as with saveImages except the .png images
are placed on the operating system clipboard.

view
Allows the control of various information:
‘show parameter report’
Brings up a window which shows
the ABCD, Y, Z, and S parameter reports for the
path between load and generator.
‘show extra info’ Shows additional information, largely SWR
related, in the Splat report. It also shows this
information between the circuit element menu
and the Smith or Square chart.
‘traditional circuit’ Load on the left, generator on the right… this
is the traditional circuit order for impedance
calculations.
‘backward circuit’ Flips the circuit horizontally so that the
generator is on the left. NOTE: this does NOT
change anything other than the display.

help
Brings up buttons for reading various manuals. Also provides some simple
help to place and size the window on available screens.

notes
The ‘recover’ button ensures the ‘notes’ block is made visible in the working
window. ‘hide’ or ‘show’ the notes block will do the obvious thing.
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The notes block can be placed anywhere within the working window. The
block can be moved by click&drag of the upper left hand corner. It can be
resized by click&drag any of the other corners.
The first line of the notes block is replicated to the right of the ‘notes’ menu
item.
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Summary
SimSmith started out as an alternative to already available Smith chart
programs. It was a personal solution to a set of problems in which I was
interested. Over the years, SimSmith has evolved and expanded and become
considerably less ad hoc but it remains my play space. I am constantly adding
functionality, rewriting sections of bad or inefficient code, fixing bugs, and
changing behavior when it suits me.
Developing SimSmith has provided a vehicle for me to learn things. I learned
object oriented programming, Graphical User Interface programming. I
learned some two port network theory, modified nodal analysis, and some
linear algebra. I learned about software maintenance and performance
testing. I learned how users did things and how they wanted to do things. I
even learned a little about antennas, transmission lines, and RF circuit design.
As my interests waxed and waned, I have added functions and changed
behavior. I’ve made changes at the request of users many times and will
continue to do so. Users often see things in a different light and many times
they show me a better way to think about a problem. Making it easier for
them almost always makes it easier for me too. I relish user input.
But this adaptive, free spirit behavior has a cost. It requires that I occasionally
abandon functions or capabilities users have come to rely on. I always feel
bad when this happens. I want happy users. But, generally, I believe that
proper implementation of a new feature is more important than maintaining
strict backward compatibility. I try to minimize these incompatibilities, but
they happen non-the-less.
In the end, SimSmith has been and will continue to be a work in progress. It is
offered free to the community with only one expectation... that it be used in
the spirit in which it is offered.
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Appendix A: Preferences
A short explanation to the effects of the various preferences….
I try to keep these up to date. Occasionally I don’t update the description
when I update the code. I apologize for these lapses in advance.
Most of these preferences are fairly obvious and only have a single line
describing their behavior. Here is a sample preferences menu as of version
16.0

Units:

Each click will advance in a list of “feet” “meters” “inches” “cm”.
NormalSweepSize:
regardless of how many points are requested in the sweep menu, no
more than ‘NormalSweepSize’ points will be evaluated. This keeps
SimSmith responsive for interactive use.
ExtendedSweepSize:
when you click the ‘sweep’ button in the sweep menu, this sets the
upper bound on how many points will be evaluated. This allows the
evaluation of hundreds of thousands of points on request.
MinMaxValueRatio:
when a component value needs a range, the default range will be
between the ‘minimum’ and the ‘maximum’. The ‘minimum’ will be
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“value/Sqrt(MinMaxValueRatio)” and the ‘maximum’ will be
“value*Sqrt(MinMaxValueRatio)”. For a 10% variation, a value of 1.21
will be close to what you want.
This value is accessed during ‘Vary’ operations AND when a item
is added to the sweep menu.
InitialCapacitorQ:
the Q value for capacitors when they are ‘added’ to the circuit.
InitialInductorQ:
the Q value for inductors when they are ‘added’ to the circuit.
defaultTLineModel:
The default type of transmission line model used when a transmission
line is added to the main circuit. This may be anything found in the
transmission line database.
Initial TLine loss Freq:
The default frequency at which the default loss is specified.
initial TLine loss/100:
the default loss used when adding a transmission line.
Initial VF:
The default velocity factor when adding a transmission line.
Initial Zo:
The default Zo when adding a transmission line.
tLineDB:
Transmission line database file. The transmission line database can be
augmented using a file. The entries are of the form:
“name (short-name)” Zo vf k0 k1 k2
where the ‘name’ part is descriptive and the ‘short-name’ is what is
displayed in the circuit. Commas are allowed. Only ‘.’ is supported for
decimal points.
Blank lines and lines that begin with “//” are ignored.
Drag tune depth:
When doing a drag tune on the Smith chart (right click and hold on a
point to drag it around), how many components can have their values
modified. Generally, this should be 2. Sometimes it needs to 1. It rarely
works well when 3 or more.
Touchstone format:
Click on this to select ‘S’, ‘Y’, or ‘Z’ formats when writing touchstone
files.
Touchstone Reference Impedance:
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Specifies the reference impedance to be used for writing touchstone
files. If 0, G.Zo.R is substituted. Must be 1 for touchstone 2 files with
formats other than ‘S’.
background:
click to toggle between grey and white. You might want to use white
when doing screen captures to put in documents.
showDateOnImages:
when capturing or saving images you can add the date to the image by
setting this to ‘y’.
showSWRLines:
the SWR lines specified on the Smith chart can be displayed on the
Square chart by setting this to ‘y’.
pinSizeAndLocation:
UseIncoming:
the size and location of the main window are dictated by the file
being read.
Maintain:
Ignore incoming window size and location on file read.
UseBelow:
Use the information below to set the window size and location
when loading a circuit.
pinnedSize:
The width and height of the window is forced to this value when a
circuit is loaded and the above is set to ‘UseBelow’. (Or when
“help/reset Screen Size and Location” is selected).
pinnedLocation:
The x and y location where the window will be created when a circuit is
loaded.
alwaysAutoReload:
when an impedance file is being used it is watched for changes. If a
change is detected the file can be reloaded. If this parameter is set to ‘y’
then it will happen automatically. If ‘n’, the user is asked to confirm the
reload.
xlateNandRuseParams:
when ‘pre16’ circuit is loaded, it may be necessary to rename
parameters. Set this value to ‘y’ to ‘help’ in this translation. This will
default to ‘n’ at some time in the future.
showAnglesInSParams:
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when displaying S parameters in the square chart (use ‘extended
feature’ “Sp” to enable this), the angle may or may not be displayed
depending on the value of this parameter. S parameters are not well
supported when using Isolation blocks.
autoIncImageName:
when saving an image to a file the file name will be automatically
incremented if this parameter is set to ‘y’.
ChartScale:
Select the Smith chart origin as ‘Zo’ or ‘1’.
powerUnits:
selects the format of the power data reported in the circuit elements.
ZLineBrightness:
Specifies the brightness of the Z lines in the Smith chart.
ZLegendBrightness:
Specifies the brightness of the Z text in the Smith chart.
YLineBrightness:
Specifies the brightness of the Y lines in the Smith chart.
YLegendBrightness:
Specifies the brightness of the Y text in the Smith chart.
ComponentLineBrightness:
Specifies the brightness of the lines surrounding the circuit elements.
action Button:
Which mouse button is the normally used execute a ‘click tune’.
pan Button:
Which button do you hold to pan in the Smith and Square chart.
runWithoutANet:
run simulations in a ‘multithread’ environment.
numParamDigits:
the number of digits shown in parameters by default.
none s c s&c:
multiplier actions for wheel and arrow tuning of parameters. The first
is the scale when no shift or control keys are pushed. The s is when the
shift is held, the c is when the control key is held, etc.
wheelGain p S h v R:
wheel gain for wheel tuning and zooming operations. The letters refer
to the gains for various purposes: ‘parameter’, ‘Smith’, ‘horizontal’,
‘vertical’, and ‘RUSE’ blocks. For zooming purposes, the ‘none s c s&c’
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values do not have any effect.42 There are three kinds of parameters
which can be tuned:
Geometric:
Most parameters are modified in a ‘geometric’ way: the value is
increased or decreased by scaling. (See ‘unsigned’ below for
exceptions.) In these cases, the procedure is as follows. The
‘clickScale’ will be the first value in the wheelGain parameter. The
‘controlScale’ is taken from the ‘none s c s&c’ parameter above.
‘to’ is the new value, ‘from’ is the old value.

double scale = (1+clickScale*controlScale);
double log = Math.log(scale);
double factor = Math.exp(log*clicks);
if (from.real() < 0)
factor = 1/factor;
to = from.times(factor);

Linear:
When a parameter has a format that is ‘linear’ the following code
is used: Notice that only the sign of the wheelGain parameter is
used.
clickScale = Math.signum(clickScale);
double inc = formatIncrementValue
*clicks
*clickScale
*controlScale;
to = from.plus(new Complex(inc));
Unsigned:
When a parameter can have both positive and negative values it is not updated
‘geometrically’. This is very much like a ‘linear’ parameter as described above. Notice
that the magnitude of the wheelGain is ignored.
clickScale = Math.signum(clickScale);
double inc = clicks*clickScale*controlScale;

There are some special cases when zooming: in vertical axes of the square chart, holding
the control key will allow adjustment of scale in smaller increments. In the Smith chart,
holding both the control AND shift key will zoom to ‘all the way out’ or to ‘magnification 10’
depending on the direction. For example, holding down shift and control and down arrow
will zoom all the way out. Same with shift/control ‘wheel up’.
42
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to = from.plus(new Complex(inc));

chartMinimumScale:
Controls how small the Smith chart when zooming out.
markerSizeFactor:
increase or decrease the size of Markers on the Smith and Square chart.
Set this smaller when using many markers.
circleSizeFactor:
increase or decrease the size of the ‘operating point’ markers placed on
the chart to mark the G.MHz operating point(s).
trapKeepFreq:
the default value of ‘lock frequency’ parameter for trap circuit elements.
windowReveal:
controls how satellite windows are relocated. (text dialogs, RUSE
schematics, etc). ‘all’ means the entire window should be shown on the
same screen as the main circuit, ‘partial’ means that at least part of a
satellite window should be visible on the same screen, and ‘none’ means
no constraints are imposed.
isolateV:
The default text for the ‘V’ parameter of an Isolate block when it is
added.
defaultV:
The default text for the ‘V’ parameter of the generator block.
fontChoice:
You can choose among a few possible fonts. The change does not
necessarily have an immediate effect. The effect will be seen only after a
component has needed to change its font size. (Closing out and
restarting is the best way to ensure changing the font has the widest
possible effect.) This is very poorly integrated and its use can be
frustrating. The most usual reason for changing a font is to distinguish
certain combinations such as capital O and zero, lower case l, the digit 1,
and capital I. ‘Monospaced’ is probably best for this purpose although I
find it an ugly font.
dialogLinesOnScreen:
Specifies the number of dialog lines to be displayed on the screen. This
is used to set the font size for various dialogs in a ‘screen resolution
independent way’. If set to zero, the value 60 is substituted. A
minimum font size of 12 is enforced.
lineWidthMultiplier:
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Multiply the width of all lines by this factor. If set to 0, SimSmith will try
to guess some factor (which is not reported) based on the size of the
screen on which it is running.
nominalTabs:
The nominal number of spaces for each tab stop. Doesn’t have an
immediate effect… works the same as ‘fontChoice’ above.
featureKeys:
enables various internal features. The feature set changes with release
and so is not documented here. Appendix D lists a few.
traceParams:
A set of regular expressions which allow the monitoring of circuit
element parameters. The value of the parameters will be printed to
‘stdout’. Generally, this means you need to invoke SimSmith from the
command line to take advantage of this feature. Please contact me if
you want to use this.

LastSimSmithMMpmm.ssx
Generally speaking, the preferences are stored along with the working circuit
in the ‘LastSimSmithMMpmm.ssx’ file where ‘MM’ is the major version
number and ‘mm’ is the minor version number. When you save a circuit, the
preferences are generally NOT written into the file.
A different mode of operation is supported where the preferences are NOT
stored in the ‘lastSimSmithCircuit’ file. Instead, the preferences can be stored
in a ‘SimSmithPreferences.ssx’ file.
When SimSmith starts up it looks to see if there is a ‘SimSmithPreferences.ssx’
file in the directory where it is starting. If there is one there, it will read this
file and set the preferences. If no preferences file is seen in the working
directly, SimSmith will look in the user’s home directory. If there is a
SimSmithPreferences.ssx file in the home directly, SimSmith will read that file
as the preferences.
Note that this all happens ONLY when SimSmith starts up. This means that if
you use the file chooser to ‘load’ a circuit description from a directory where
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there is a SimSmithPreferences.ssx file, that preferences file WILL NOT BE
READ.
This last fact renders the SimSmithPreferences.ssx in the working directory of
dubious value.
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Appendix B: Did You Notice?
SimSmith contains a whole slew of often overlooked features and
characteristics. Here is a grab bag. Some have been mentioned but deserve
mentioning again!
When you add a component to the top level circuit, the default value is set to
have a reactance (or resistance) of G.Zo at the operating G.MHz.
When you add a component, the first parameter is automatically selected for
keyboard edit? Clicking on the component also selects the first parameter for
edit.
The Splat reports include the values of components the swept parameters at
the selected point. If the view ‘extra info’ is enabled, the SWR bandwidth of
the selected trace will also be displayed.
On Wave displays, the angle and time of the Splat location is recorded.
You can edit Marker parameters to move them around.
Markers on sweeps in the Smith chart are automatically replicated on the
SWR chart.
In text dialogs, the error frame ‘waits’ to appear. If you type fast enough and
don’t make any errors, the error frame won’t appear!
When a parameter is added to the sweep menu, the upper and lower bound of
the range to sweep are set according to the Preferences, Max/Min value ratio.
You can show multiple ‘Path’s on the Smith chart. The G.MHz parameter is
actually a multi-value parameter. Supplying more than one frequency will
result in multiple paths being shown on the Smith chart.
When more than one G.MHz frequency is specified, the first ‘operating point’
(the last value in the G.MHz field) will be displayed as a circle as normal. The
next frequency to the left will be marked with a square, the next diamond, and
the fourth triangle. Additional frequencies will cycle through the symbols
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again. The following chart shows the result of 5 frequencies: 10.1 10.2 10.3
10.4 and 10.5:

Note when more than one frequency is provided for a parameter value, it is
the rightmost value which is ‘tuned’.
Generator models will change their appearance based on the type of model
being used. Just a voltage source if Vthev == 0, a ‘M’ box for xMatch, a ‘Z’ box if
the Vthev is comples, and a resister if Vthev is purely real. SimSmith decides
which one to draw based on measurements. It isn’t always right though.
Markers on the Smith chart may be left unattached to any trace. Thus, they
can be used to indicate points of interest even if that point is never computed.
Markers must be attached to something on the Square chart.
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Appendix D: Hidden Features
Well, I guess not so hidden if they are listed here.
There are two types of hidden features, those which appear because you add a
parameter, and those which appear because you put text in the ‘featuresKeys’
text dialog of the Preferences.
Things which can be enabled through use of adding a parameter:
G.Zswr
G.Zcen
G.Zgen
G.Zrx

This can be added in the G.V or G.Plt dialog. It sets the reference
impedance for SWR circles, SWR and Gamma reports, and SWR
and Gama plotting. It can be a complex number.
This can be added in the G.V or G.Plt dialog. It sets the center of
the Smith chart. It has no other effect.
This can be added in the G.V or G.plt dialog. The impedance of the
generator to be used when making inverse calculations. The
Zthev will be the conjugate of this value.
This can be added in the G.V or G.plt dialog. The input impedance
of the generator (receiver) used to compute ‘reverse’ impedances.

Things that can be added by putting the string in the featuresKeys dialog: 43
Options in RUSE block. If using these options, please read the
“N Block Syntax” document. These can behave unexpectedly.
VCCS
provide VCCS element in the RUSE block.
VCVS
provide VCVS element in RUSE block.
VSRC
provide independent voltage source in RUSE block.
CSRC
provide independent current source in RUSE block.
Ic
Sp
DF
DW
DU

draw a picture from which to make an Icon.
provide Scattering Parameter menu in Square chart.
debug focus system using prints to console
debug warning frame using prints to console
debug who’s asking for ‘chart update’

There are times you’d like to leave the featuresKey string in the dialog but NOT have it
enabled. For example, you might want to leave ‘expandTLineReport’ in the dialog but NOT
have it enabled. By preceeding the key with a ‘-‘ you disable it. As a result, “expandTLineReport” is the same as not having it there.
43
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WUP
watch the circuit analysis using print to standard out.
debugUpdatePaths debug who’s asking for recomputation.
verifyFailures help debug parameter verification problems
expandTLineReport to expand tline circuit elements.
DashedButton Use a dashed border instead of a slash in buttons for plot
menus.
FONT=”foo” try to force the font used by SimSmith to be foo. If the font Is
unavailable the ‘dialog’ font will be used.
Locale=”local” set the Java locale. No verification is provided. A message is
printed on ‘stderr’ so running via ‘java –jar’ might prove
informative…
ZeroPhase force G.V to have zero phase regardless of generator type.
NoSquareChartClip disables the clipping of the square chart.
DoLazy
When a sweep gets large and real time response gets too slow, it
can sometimes help to tell SimSmith to be lazy about circuit reevaluation. Adding the DoLazy feature can sometimes restore real
time responses.
DontTrimFileChooserPath display the leading piece of the path rather than
the trailing piece of the path in the FileChooser.
NewPathEnds When not preceded by a ‘-‘, Smith chart path ends for multivalued G.MHz will be circles, square, diamond, etc. If preceded by
a ‘-‘, all Smith chart path ends will be circles. For sweep traces, the
G.MHz frequencies will be marked using the same shapes.
BeLazy
a synonym for ‘DoLazy’… I can remember this name…
DoRedundantAssigns: Until version 16p6c, programmatic assignment of a
parameter caused side effects (like screen repainting or circuit
analysis) even when the ‘new’ value was the same as the ‘present’
value. In 16p6c, if the ‘new’ value is the same as the existing value,
SimSmith will not do these things. Adding DoRedundantAssigns to
the featuersKeys parameter will cause SimSmith to revert to the
old behavior.
EnableAutoReformat will cause all parameters to be reformatted when the
preferences/numParamDigits field is updated.
OneWattIntoLdotZStar When computing L.revV (or LG?.V), deliver 1 watt into
an impedance equal to the conjugate of L.Z (or LG?.Z).
NoCloseOnSave when present, NoCloseOnSave will bypass the closing of
dialogs before saving a circuit.
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Appendix E: Built-In Functions.
The definitive list of built in functions and constants is maintained in the Anvil
Programming guide.
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Appendix F: Potpourri
Stuff I can’t seem to put anywhere else….

Q Related…
There is some debate on just how to compute the Q of inductors and
capacitors. A quick glance through the web and my textbooks confirm the
equations SimSmith uses. Specifically:
Qind = wL/R
Qcap = 1/wCR

// w is omega.

A few places will define Q somewhat differently as:
Qind = X/R
Qcap = -X/R
Even fewer publications try to fold the two equations together and write:
Q = |X|/R
Without justification and only as a warning… this last equation is NOT HOW
SimSmith works!

Transmission Line Dictionary
The transmission line model has several parameter names that are not normal
looking names. They are accessed by text dialogs as follows:
/100f
by100
@frq
atfrq

Numeric Approximations
There are a whole slew of places where SimSmith (and Anvil) cut corners. For
example 1/0 is an illegal operation but SimSmith simply returns 1e99 as ‘a
really big number’. There are other places, some of which are listed below:
• Log(0) should be -Infinity. Instead, it is -1e200 (or so).
• Zero ohm resistors, are modeled as a small resistance of 1e-50
• Infinite Q is generally assumed to be 1 million.
• Calls to Gamma which would return small values instead return 0.
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Copper Clad Steel
The transmission models used by SimSmith do not necessarily work well with
copper clad steel coax. The problem is that as the frequency goes down the
skin depth gets deeper and eventually exceeds the thickness of the copper
clad. At this point, the properties of steel come into play. Steel has
conductivity significantly worse than copper but more importantly, it has a
permeability which is hundreds of times higher.
It is difficult to know exactly what happens when this occurs BUT there are
some important trends. The most obvious one is that the losses go up faster
than had the copper been thicker. There also seems to be an increase in the
internal inductance and that would reduce the velocity factor as well. I’m
working on mathematic models and measurements to get a handle on this.
In the meantime, the basic models still provide a reasonable approximation
for most projects. There are two ways to improve on these basic models.
First, use whichever manufacturer’s data is closest to the frequency of
interest. Second, and probably always, measure the coax and use the
measured data.
Oh… and be prepared to start long and cut shorter to tune should it be
necessary!
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Appendix G: Multiband Analysis
SimSmith provides some primitive support for multiband analysis:
multivalued G.MHz, and ‘Folding’. This support is ‘just enough’ to get started
with multiband. The expectation is that it will evolve as time and need permit.

Multivalued G.MHz
Multivalued G.MHz is discussed elsewhere but is included here for
completeness…
The G.MHz parameter can have multiple values. The values are expected to be
purely real. The values are separated by spaces; commas are taken to be
decimal separators. The last value of the G.MHz parameter is taken to be the
primary operating frequency when displaying circuit element values such as
power, voltage, impedance, etc.

Mutlivalue Path Traces
When multiple G.MHz values are provided, SimSmith will draw multiple ‘path’
traces on the Smith chart. Each path trace will be terminated by a different
symbol. A circle marks the end of the last frequency. A square is used for the
frequency second to last, a diamond the third, then triangle, star, seven point
star, then the digits…. A sample plot showing some of these symbols and
multiple paths is:
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Multi-value Sweep Markers
These same symbols are used on the Square and Smith charts to mark the
‘operating’ point. Here are some examples:
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And

Multiband LC Matching Element
The L matching circuit element can specify multiple ‘MHz’ parameter values.
This allows the element to ‘tune’ to multiple frequencies. Consider the
following circuit:
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Note that the LC matching element has four frequencies specified.
Here is the resulting square chart:
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Notice that there are four frequencies at which the SWR goes to 1; the same
frequencies as specified in the LC matching element ‘MHz’ parameter.
When the analysis frequency is NOT one of the frequencies specified in the
MHz parameter, SimSmith needs to choose which of the LC configurations to
use. The choice is made by comparing the RATIO of the analysis frequency
and each of the options in the MHz parameter. (If the ratio is < 1, it is
inverted.) It then chooses the circuit configuration with the MHz value with
the lowest ratio. In other words, it picks what it considers to be the ‘closest’.
Note that putting a ‘0’ anywhere in the MHz field will cause SimSmith to
always match.
No other parameters of the LC circuit element support multivalued
parameters.

Smith Chart Multiband
The Smith chart is inherently well suited to display information for a wide
range of frequencies. Still, when working with multiple bands, large amounts
of data are often distracting. For example, here is a scan of an off center fed
antenna from 3 to 31 MHz. The G.MHz parameter has the value 7.2 10.15 14.2
.
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While the above chart covers the entire data set, it is probably the case that
the user would rather see just the data surrounding the frequencies of
interest. To limit the display to specific bands of information, SimSmith
provides the general purpose plot mechanism described earlier. This general
purpose plot mechanism is enhanced with the use of the ‘Band Menu’
available under the top level ‘view’. Here is an example of the Band Menu.
Details of the Band Menu are postponed until the end of this section.
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The above information can be obtained in a text dialog by calling:
GetBandMenu(). This returns an array of the above information in an array
dictionaries. Processing the above array would be a tedious endeavor and so
Anvil provides a helper routine which provides the most common use. Here is
an example of its use:
//Plots
Smith(GetBandFor(G.MHz,"MHz").color,G.Zin);
This results in the following Smith chart when only the ‘G.Zin’ trace is
displayed…
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Square Chart Multiband
While the Smith chart is already a reasonable for displaying large amounts of
data, the Square chart suffers. Here is a sweep of a different OCF antenna with
a 4:1 balun at the feed point.
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Vertical Bands
To display the band information on the Square chart, one need only click on
the button immediately below the ‘lin/log’ horizontal axis mode button.

Initially, this button says ‘BANDS’ with a slash through it. Click on it and the
following display is presented:

As might be expected, the GetBandFor() routine can also be used on the
square chart: The line is:
//Plots
Smith(GetBandFor(G.MHz,"MHz").color,G.Zin);
SWR(GetBandFor(G.MHz,"MHz").color,G.Zin);
Here is the output of the Square chart once G.Zin is selected:
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An alternate view of the bands can be selected by clicking on the small button
immediately below the horizontal scale button.
The above Square chart wastes a great deal of space: that between bands.
When the mode is ‘fold’ and you zoom into a region, SimSmith will fold all the
bands into an overlay mode:

This is a pretty messy plot and probably of little use. However, limiting the
bands is more interesting. Here are the 40m, 30m, and 20m bands:
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Notice that the labels at the top are not color coded. However, the top label
represents the ‘unfolded’ or shaded area shown in green above. The cross
hatched areas are the ‘folded’ 30m and 40m bands. If one pans to the left, a
new image will appear where the 30m band is shaded and the 40m and 20m
bands are cross hatched.

This folding can, of course, be disabled. Clicking again on the ‘fold’ button
moves it to ‘unfold’:
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Notice the grey and green arrows. These indicate that there are parts of the
trace off the char to the left (40m) and to the right (20m).

Horizontal Bands
Bands can also be drawn horizontally. Horizontal bans cannot be folded. For
each active axis, SimSmith will look in the ban menu for bands whose pPtrn
match the axis bannor. Here is a trivial example:
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Notice how the axis name is ‘y1’ and the band menu has an entry of y1 which
should show green ‘dog’ from 0 to 300p.

General Purpose Band Menu
The Band Menu is primarily targeted to frequencies but can be used for a
variety of other purposes. Before demonstrating these, a quick description of
each of the fields is in order.
The Band Menu consists of a list of ‘Band Line’s. Each band line has a radio
button which must be checked for the line to have any effect. The next field is
called the ‘name’ field. It is simply a text name for that line… there are no real
restrictions on the contents and it has no real purpose other than for
documentation. Right clicking on this line brings up a color selection menu.
This color is used when shading or crosshatching a band in the Square chart.
The next field is the ‘pPtrn’ field. The full name is the ‘parameter Pattern’. It
can be used in many different ways which will be demonstrated below.
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The final two fields are the ‘from’ and ‘to’; the range of the values of the
parameter for this line.
Now for an example using the Band Menu for things other than frequency.
Suppose we are evaluating an automatic tuning circuit… say the Matching
circuit element:

The SWR chart for G.Zin is now just a solid line. Suppose, however, we’d like
to color that line based on some values of the LC1.F parameter. Here is a plot
where LC1.F is plotted and its color specified by the Band Menu.
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Notice how the Band Menu specifies a ‘pPtrn’ of “LC1.F” for two entries. The
first entry will match anything in the range of 300p to 1 farad. The second will
match anything from 0 to 1 farad. The plot menu ‘GetBandFor’ provides the
LC1.F value as the only argument so SimSmith assumes the second parameter
is also “LC1.F”. This second argument is used to match the ‘pPtrn’ field and
the LC1.F value is found in the range. When the value is over 300p, the first
Band Line is returned and has the color red. If the value is below 300p, the
second Band Line is returned and has the color green.
As another example, consider the following:
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Here, the Band Menu is used to color the chart based on the values of L1.H.
Note that the Band Menu pPtrn does not specify ‘L1.H’. SimSmith will match
L1.H to “H” allowing the same pattern to be used for multiple purposes.
Looking for a match is a multiple step process. Suppose you write
GetBandFor(val,”foo.bar”).
First, SimSmith will look of all the lines which match “foo.bar”. If there are
any, it then uses that set of lines to look for a range. If there were no lines
which matched, SimSmith will then check to see if the thing being sought is
something of the form “*.file”. If so, it will search for lines which match “MHz”.
If still no lines have been found, SimSmith will look for lines of the form “dog”.
If still no lines have been found, SimSmith gives up.
Once SimSmith has found some lines it will then try to find a ‘range’ which
covers the given value. If no line is found, SimSmith will return a dictionary
with the value {color:{red:0,green:0,blue:0,alpha:0}}; the invisible color
specification.
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If the second argument is missing, SimSmith will use the source of the first
argument as the pattern. So GetBandFor(LC1.H) will result in SimSmith
looking for a band matching “LC1.H” (or, if none are found, lines matching
“H”).
If the third argument is present and not empty, SimSmith will return that third
argument as the result if no lines match:
GetBandFor(G.MHz,”MHz”,{color:RGBA(1,0,0,1);}).color
Will return red if no pattern was found. Note that ‘null’ is a value. Thus:
$b = GetBandFor(G.MHz,”MHz”,null);
Will result in $b being null if no line was found.
Note that non-frequency band specifications work in the Square chart as well.

Band Buttons
There are buttons at the bottom of the chart. ‘Save’ will save the working
band menu to a file in XML format. ‘Load’ will load an XML file into the
working band. These two buttons work on the entire menu, no partial
operations are provided.
The ‘C’ button in the lower righthand corner ‘copies’ the image of the Band
Menu to the system clipboard for documentation purposes.
The button at the lower left-hand side of the menu will be labeled either ‘en’
or ‘dis’. Clicking it when it is ‘en’ will enable all the lines in the menu. Clicking
it when it is ‘dis’ will disable all the lines in the menu.
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